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pleted for holding a meeting of the lire
stock breeder· In Maine at Waterville on
Terme Moderate.
Thursday, the 14th day of April. The
Uorreepon'lence on practical agricultural topics meeting will be called to order at 10
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o'clock in the forenoon, in the council
,
tended for this department to HaifSY D.
While the
Hammond. Agricultural Kdltor Oxford Dem chambers, city bnilding.
Surgeon Dentist,
ocrat, Parts. Me.
programme has not been finally decided
MAINS.
PARIS.
SOl'Tii
upon, yet it U assured at the present
time that some of the principal speakers
Alley L.e*t work warranted.
Potatoes as a Slock Feed.
for the occasion will be Prof. P. A.
I noticed an article recently id which Campbell of the University of Maine,
.R. H. P. JONBS,
at an agricultural college State
a professor
j
Dairy Instructor Merrill and Mr.
makes a comparison υt the feeding R. W.
Redman, Assistant Dairy InstructDentist,
value of potatoes and corn far hogs. He or.
to
une
of
bushels
at
4
ratee
MAINS.
potatoes
NORWAY,
Considerable interest is being manicorn, or in other words four bushels of fested
by live stock breeders through
jr,:o dour·—Ϊ to 1J-1 to 4.
potatoes contain only as much digestible the state, and the chairman of the comnutrients as one of corn. This may be mittee
appointed some little time sgo to
π r sMiTU.
correct according to chemical aualysie, have this matter in
charge baa already
ί'«
but my experience of twenty-five years received letters from
many of them,
Attorney at Law,
id feeding the cull potatoes from about
that they are interested in the
stating
MAINE.
NOftWAY,
4,000 bushels annually assure· me that
and that the; would like to
Collections a Specialty. this statement is not verified so far a* proposition
c Block.
become members of such an association.
actual results in making pounds of pork
Just at the present time a great deal
are concerned, and is therefore some- of interest is
littICK <ft PARK.
being taken in the movewhat misleading.
ment for the organization of co-operaat
Law,
Attorneys
It is generally (or should be at least) tive breeders' associations in Maine.
understood that a chemical analysis of a Two weeks aco a co-operative sheep
MAINS.
STHBL,
soil
does not invariably indicate what breeders' association was organized at
S^erv C· Pari
leon S. Herrlck.
composition is demanded in a commer- Madison, to iuclude sbeep breeders livcial fertilizer to produce best results on ing in the counties of Somerset and
this particular soil, as there are other Franklin, although it was voted by the
conditions to be reckoned with, and like- association to
accept to membership
wise iu feeding livestock. By combin- breeders of
sheep from any part of the
anion
the
effect
feeds
the
certain
Me.
ing
state.
14 Main St.,
mal system is such that one or more of
It is expected that the meeting will be
the feed* show·* a higher -feeding value a most interesting one, as it will deal
than is creditod to it in a chemical analy- with methods for promoting the live
sis of the feed.
stock interests of the state.
Potatoes in usual condition contain
It is understood that the annnal memabout 78 per cent water, IS per cent bership fees will be merely nominal, so
to
starch, which is a carbohydrate, 2
that there is every reason why all per3 per cent protein, 1 per cent fiber and 2 sons in the state who are interested in
it
is
this
from
Now
fat.
plain the improvement of live stock should
per cent
Lead that potatoes and corn do not make a become members.
nds of
relaare
feed
as
both
combination
good
Notices will be given through the
and Iron.
tively high in carbohydrates or fat form- press this week announcing the proing materials and both are relatively low gramme for the day as it shall be finally
Ttlipho·* 134-11.
in protein, and so we must combine the decided
upon. If you are interested in
potatoes and a protein material. Our this movement for improved live stock
system of feeding potatoes is to cook for Maine, kindly send your name and
J. WALDO
about three bushel ot potatoes at a time address to Leon S. Merrill at Augusta,
and add about 30 pounds of ehipstuff so that a programme may be forwarded
and crush and mix the mass with a to you by mail.
heavy tamper, then feed as a thick slop
I handle 150 to 250 hogs each year and
Maeonlc
rear
Block,
Temple Street,
Marketing Apples «9 a Business.
have used nearly every knowu bog feed
The management at the Sanatorium
NORWAY. (as we purchase some of our feed) and
*!ephone Connection.
have yet to find a feed that will produce at Hebron set a very good example for
greater thrift and growth in hogs than Maine orchardists in disposing of their
pota'oes and shorts fed as indicated. fruit this past fall. After reserving
And while I have not made experiments what would be needed for the institution
aud kept data so as to give exact figures, they packed the balance in bushel boxes
my long experience should make my and sent it to Boston to be sold in comconclusion a safe guess, and I place the petition with the much advertised fruit
feeding value as two bushels of potatoes that comes across the continent, and lo
equal to one of corn or 50 pounds mill and behold the Boston market took to
fed. The potatoes will probably not it with great avidity, and the institution
make so good a showing if fed raw and realized $3 50 a box, which by the way
alone, and if conveniences are at hand it is quite an improvement over $2 a barrel,
lot
pa>s well to cook and add the mill feed, the price we are paying for a whole
of Maine fruit this season. Of course
as raw potatoes are not so well relUhed
by the bogs and are a bit hard on the di- the apples were packed with great care,
gestive tract. I have known several and sorted with much discrimination,
cases where hungry hogs died from an but the result justified the pains taken.
over feed of raw potatoes, as there is a There is a good big profit between $3 50
trace of poison iu raw potatoes that is a bushel and $2 a barrel on the same
destroyed in the cooking, and tbey are fruit. What a pity it is that more of
South Paris, Maine.
thus made a perfectly safe feed and the •>ur orcbardists can't get hold of the fact
cooking adds much to their digestibility. tbat orcharding is a business, and not a
In starting to feed raw potatoes give a side show, to be attended to when nothlight feed at first and increase gradually ing else is doing.
The eagacity of the people at Hebron
Little or no grain
to all they will eat.
FOR
should be fed with raw potatoes at first Sanatorium as related above in the
or the hogs may refuse to eat them.
handling of their apple crop recalls a
I find a gallon of potatoes fed two or scene witnessed in the city of Augusta
three times a week to horses a splendid the other day when a farmer appeared at
appetizer and tonic as shown by their a store and offered for sale a lot of nice
sleek coats of hair. Dairy cows give a grown grafted fruit. Tbere were richly
absorbed.
it q
fine liow of milk and keep in good colored Baldwins that would bring |4
at Once.
6nti
It > .·
physical condition when given one or and |5 per barrel in the Boston market
soothes,
As but they were in an old meal bag. He
two feeds of raw potatoes daily.
uvl protects
ki&L>
uiemtue d.
potatoes are now relatively cheap on the bad bard work to get an offer for them
he is
1
•.ulting from Catarrh aud drives market many are desirous of knowing ai any price and yet we presume
arii
>1.1 m the Head quickly. Kestures somewhat of their value as stock feed, swearing about the Augusta market beFull size and with corn selling at 60 to 70 cents a ing "no good" for apples. Isn't it
··« of Taste and Smell.
at OrmigisU or by mail.
Liquid bushel and other grains and feeds equal- strange tbat a man who knows enough
Balm fur uw in atomizers 75 eta.
ly dear, my advice is, if potatoes do not to produce such goods does not know
1
thers. 5·*> Warren Street, New York. bring at least 35 cents per bushel on the enough to prepare them for market.—
market, try feeding them to the cows Turf, Farm and Home.
and pigs and a few to the horses.—
Κ. W.
National Stockman.
Sows U Also Sows.
MAINS.
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Wm. C. Leavitt
Norway,

Stoves,

/dware,
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and

Pipe Repairing,

NASH,

censed Taxidermist.

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

andj

Stove Wood

Coal at

A. W. Walker &
A ReHabie

Son's,

Remedy

CATARRH

Ei/'s Cream Balm

tHAilllLEK,

Builders' Finish !

If some one could only produce a very
small fraction of the number of animals
lu the mutter of handling young I that figured in that most ludicrous little
horses in a proper manner, Farm and book "Pigs is Pige/' what a lot of money
Home of Londou say» very truly that a they could make out of it just now. It
young home's temper may easily be «««mi to be one of the fates that attend
«polled duriug the time of tiret handling high prices in any community that the
them, especially when brought into the I average man hasn't got any of them,
stable, if roughly treated, aud adds: and this applies especially to the present
"Fillies it may be mentioned are gen- condition of the pig market. There are
erally particularly nervous or timid and probably less brood sows in Maine totherefore require more considerate treat- day than there has been fora good many
ment than geldings, which usually have I
years and the man who happens to have
a more equable temperament, aud take a few on his premises is looking around
things more calmly. A point to which for a chance to invest his money. A
special attention may be called ie that well known veterinary in the vicinity of
be exercised in leading the twin cities of Androscoggin County
care should
youug horses through the doorway of told us how the high price of pork kept
the stable. They very frequently evince him from a very interesting social funcsome aversion to passing throngh it at
tion the other night. He had a very fine
tirst, aud if they are punished for bang- brood suw that was overdue to "freehthe
with
ing back, being forced to go on
eo," and just as he got bis claw hammer
whip, or otherwise roughly treated in coat on word came that her ladyship
sometimes
these circumstances
Off
was ready to give up the goods.
they
take a permaneut dislike to entering came the claw hammer, and the veteridoorways, tirst bauging baçk aud then nary spent an evening "at home." He
suddenly rushing through them, which says he never shall regret that be did so
is most disconcerting and may cause for before midnight he bad 16 as handthem to injure their hips. This trick is some pigs as any one ever saw, and they
a great nuisance, and, once acquired, it
are worth $4 apiece, and are in great deis difficult to eradicate.
mand. But as remarked above it seems
Further, when a young horse which I to be one of the fates of the business
hangs back at a doorway is bustled hat the average hog man this year is
through it iu a rough manner, it is apt terribly short of brood sows.—'Tuif,
to throw up its head and bang it agaiust I Farm and Home.
the top. This mishap may easily cause
it to become shy of entering a doorway
Keep the Coops Clean.
tu future, quite apart from the fact that
about in
Cleanliness in and about the coops is
a blow on the head brought
this fashion may give rise to the injury the prime factor for success. One of
known as poll-evil. Whenever young the oldest and most successful poultryhorses show any reluctance to pass men of the country a short time ago, io
through the doorway, they should be answer to the question, "What shall we
coaxed to go on by cajoling and gen- do to succeed better with our poultry?1'
methtling them. One should refrain from replied: "Adopt more cleanly
our
any forceful or rough treat- ods." The reply was: "We keep
Have

will ?urnl«h DOCKS ami WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If Id want of any kind of lTlnlah for InsMe 01
> iUtcte work, send In
your orUer·. Pine Lum
-r aatl Shingle» on han<t Cheap for Caah.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work.
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South Paris.

»*Ueve their eyesight uooJ
while all the ume a «light,
««ilceaMe strain 1· raising havoc with
orrc.
in tline com J headaches. nerv
«» ao'l other alloieota.
Prevention 1· bet
lh*a cure. "Let ua ilo the preventing."
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PTO METRI ST,

Optician,

FARMENTEK,

Horses.
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expert Watch-
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ment, and with a little patience they can poultry yards fairly clean." He answereasily be induced to overcome their ed: "Then if they are fairly clean, they
trepidation and to go through quite are in fit condition to inbea thoroughly
oleanly concleaned, and then kept

willingly."

dition."

No

one can

succeed well with

poultry who permits them to live year
Green Food In Winter.
after year in filthy places. Go where
maker with
Living in the oity and keeping a few you will, the largest egg production
Kennard 4.Co., Boston.
hens confined to a small yard, I have I' comes where the best attention is givHens that are well
occasion to notice the value of a variety en to the hens.
of feed and especially of a regular sup housed, well fed, and properly cared for
All Work
succulent
of
do well; but there is no other creature
green,
ply of some kind
Guaranteed.
that ehowe neglect more quickly than
food that they relish.
We keep fifteen White Wyandotte will laying hens. A few days of poor
A little out of the
hens—pure breds—and feed a mixture treatment will often stop the egg yield
of corn, wheat and oats for grain food, of an entire fiock for several years.—
but it pays to walk.
and have table scrape from two families. Turf, Farm and Home.
GEH4. WATCHES,
Often these scrape are in such supply
that tittle grain is needed.
AND JEWELRY.
A great many of the Maine dairymen
In addition to this they get every day
the value of weighing the
appreciate
with Dr. t'armenter,
Norway, Maine.
This 1 bang up by milk
a bead of cabbage.
by each cow daily, but some
given
the stump in easy reacb, so that it never I have not done this on account of a lack
becomes soiled, and it is a satisfaction of suitable blanks for the records. The
to see them leave their grain and line up Dairy Division of the Maine Department
L»·· ivtred at
around that cabbage head to get a I' of Agriculture has obtained a supply of
any station on the
time
blanks which will be furnished to Maine
Grain! Trunk between Berlin and chance to pick at it, and in a short
there is nothing but the stump left.
farmers without expense if the farmer
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
11
fall
last
When 1 buried the cabbage
will make a report at the end of the year
thema
M. DAY,
put all the loose heads in pit by
of the monthly totals of the milk given
when
and
for
the
hens,
selves on purpose
43*f
Pond, Me.
by each cow in hia herd. Application
they get through with them I shall draw blank will be sent on reoeipt of a postal
heads.
on thesouod
card. Address Dairy Division, Maine
The hens began laying the middle of
Department of Agricnltnre, Augusta,
December, aud have been doing well Maine.
We are now getting more
ever since.
R. W. Rkdma.v,
Instructor.
than half as many eggs as we have hens,
vears
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He β pent tbe rest of tbe after
uoou about tbe place playing witb
Bobby. Three or four times be called
up Carroll by telephone. After dinner
they sut ou the porch until Hobby's
Orde put bis small son to
bedtime.
bed and sat talking with the youngster
as long as bis conscience would permit
Then he retired to the library.
Suddenly Orde leaued forward, his
After
senses at the keenest attention.
a moment lie arose and quietly walked
toward tbe open wludow. Just as be
reached (lie casement and looked out
The two stared at
a inau looked iu.

me

somewheree."

he

and no doubt they will improve on this
record as warmer weather approaches.
We are told there is little nutriment

Assistant Dairy

la*

CROCKETT,

FLORIST.

Mm MM Company.

Agent,
Portland, M·.

production.—Tribune

esives.—Farm Journal,
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Then be set

a

arose.

j

(Je reached home a little before 0
He found I ay lor awaiting
o'clock.
him.
"I bave things pretty well in shape,'

the lawyer saiU.
"Then the trouble is over?" asked
Orde.
"i wouldn't say that." replied I'ayloi
"but you can rest eusy as ι·· ih.· title
The Investigation had
to your lands
There may have
uo real basis to it.
been some small Individual ca.«es ot
false entry, but nothing on which to

"1 haf broke quarantine. and de.v vlll be after me."
"What do you meau by coming here !
and exposing my house to infection?"
Helnzman begau to blubber and cried
aloud In greatest agony:
"I haf sumedings to say to you." He
grasiwd Orde by tbe arm. "Dey are
dere mit shotguns to kill me If I broke I

pered hoarsely.

wind."
"Oh." said Urde In some disappointment.
Taylor hesitated.
"I bave something more to tell yon—
something that will be painful." said

|

j

let me get you home."
"Listen to I
"No.'" cried Helnzman.
me!
I baf your note for sefenty-flve
t'ousand dollars. No?"
Orde nodded.
No!
"Dot money I never lent you.
I'm not crazy. Sit still! I kuow my
nam? is on dot uote. but tbe money
came from your partner. New mark.'
"What?" Orde asked In bewilderment.

"Den ven you could not pay the
I vas to foreclose and baud ever
dot northern peninsula laud to Joseph
uote

Newmark, your partner."

"Impossible!"

"I

cried Orde.
vas to get a share.

It

vas

a

trick."

do you come to tell me now?"
"Because for more than one year
now 1 say to mineself: 'Carl Heinz-

"Why

"How the devil did you yet

on

lo Unit

τ

out. so to lend his absence the eolor of
naturalness he drove buck next morn
lng to the booms.
In the evening he went direct to
Newmark's.
"Mr. Newmurk is out, sir," siild .Mul
lock und started lo close the door.
But Orde thrust his foot and kuee lu
the opening.
-I'll come

in

and

wait." said

he

of tobacco
He turned the kuob of the door and
entered the library.
There he found Newmark In evening
dress, seated in a low easy chair be-

Orde caught the

aroma

neath a lamp, smoking and reading a
magazine. At Orde's appearance In
tbe doorway be looked up calmly, his
paper knife poised, keeping tbe place.
Orde entered tbe room and mecban

lcally

sat

down.

"Newmurk. Orde beguu abruptly, "I
know all ubout this arrangement you
made with Ueluzuian."
"I borrowed some money from Heinz
for tbe Arm."
"Tea, and you supplied that money

man

yourself."

man, you vas one dirty scoundrel. Too
It Isa all rlgbdt to be
a thief.
aninrt but to be a thief!"
"Why didn't you pull out?" aaked
vas

Orde.
"I couldn't!" cried Heinzman plte9usly. "He buf me cold. 1 paid Stanford (500 for his vote on the charter,
and New mark be know dot He can
what
prove it. He tell me If 1 don't do
be say be put me In Jail."
"Well, be can still put you In

prison,"

said Orde.
"Vot I carer cried Heinzman. throwing up both his arma. "You and youi
She save my
wife are my Mends.
Mina. Du lleber Oottl If my daughter had died, vot good iss friends and
I
money, vot gwd iss anything?
don't vant to live! And ven I alt tere

ber always something ask me, 'Vy
dot safe your
you do dot to the peoples
"
Mina?'
Hla exciteraeat died.
"Have you that note?" asked Orde.
"It is ut my office for the foreclosure.
I vill not foreclose. He can send me

by

peultentlary."
"Telephone Lambert In the morning
to give It to me. No—here. Writ· an

to the

to

giving

Newmark'· eyes narrowed.
"Weil, what of it?"
"12 you bad tbe money to lend why
didn't you lend It direct?"
"Because it looks better to mortgage

to an outside bolder." φ
"That waa not the reason." went ou.
Orde. "Tou agreed with Belnzman to
divide when you succeeded in foreclosing me out of tbe timberlands given
Furthermore, you In
as security.
etructed Floyd to go out on tbe eve of
that blow in spite of his warnlugs, and
you contracted wltb Mcl^eod for the
new vessels, and you've tied us up
right and left for the sole purpose of
pinching us down where we couldn't
meet those notes. That's tbe only reason
you borrowed the seventy-flve
thousand on your own account—so we
couldn't borrow it to save ourselves."
"It strikes me you are interesting
but Inconclusive." said Newmark as
Orde paused again.
"That sort of thing is somewhat of
a facer." went on Orde without tbe
slightest attention to the Interjection
"It took me some days to work It ou*
In all Its details, but I believe I under
stand It all now. I don't quite understand bow you discovered about my
California timber. That Investigation
was s very pretty more."

"How tbe devil did you gel on to
that?" tried Newmark. at.i riled.
"Theu you acknowledge It?"
-Why shouldn't ΙΓ Newmark laugh
"d. "Of course Helmsman blubbed."
Orde hnlf sat on the arm of hi
chair.
"Now. I'll tell you what we will d
In this mauer." «aid lie crisply.
"We'll follow," su Id Newmark. "Hi·
orlgliuil program, as laid down by my
self.
I'm tired or dealing with blun
derlng fools, flelnzinan's mortgage wli

be foreclosed, and you will hand ove>
per the agreement your IIiniiii coin
tMiny si«K-k.
Orde stared at him In amazement.
"1 must say you have g«md nerve,
"You dou't seem to π·ηΙΙτ.
he said

ms

that you ure pretty well laugled up

I

don't know what Umj call It—criminal

tmj

please
op tu

you'n
forgfvt

ad-

Newmark. who hnd llsteued to this
rambling exposition with curiosity
broke into a laugh.
"You've convicted
me," he said
"I'm a most awful failure. I tbougbi

I knew you, but this passes all b*
lief."
Orde brushed this speech aside as Ir
relevant
"Our association, of course, comes to
an end.
There remain the terms ot
settlement 1 could tire you out ol this
without a cent, and you'd have to git.
But that wouldn't be fair. 1 don't give
a bang for you. but it wouldn't be
fair to me. Now. as for the northern
peninsula timber, you have had sev
enty-flve thousand out of that and iiavr
lent me the same amount. Call that
quits. 1 will take up your uote when
it comes due and destroy the one given
to Heinzman. For all your holdings in
our common business I will give you
my note without interest and without
time for 1100.000 That Is not its face
value nor anything like it. but you
have cansed me directly and Indirectly
considerable loss.
I don't fcuow how
soon I can pay this note, but it will be

not to do It I'm so sure of It that I
dare put It to you straight. You could
never bring yourself to the point of destroying a man who bad sacrificed him
self for you."

P» Chapteη
36
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thing more."

might bear the other side," interrupted Orde. "In the first place,"
said be. producing a bundle of papers.
"1 have the note and the mortguges in
"You

In silence once more they returned to
Newmark
the shadowy low library.
threw himself into the armchair. He
was once again the coldly calculating
cynical observer. Orde turned to face

my possession."
"Whence Heinzmau will shortly rescue them as soou as 1 get to see
him," countered Newmark.
"If ynu force Helnzman he'll land
you." Orde poluted out
"There la Canada for me. He travels with heavier baggage."
"You'd lose everything."
"Not quite," smiled Newmark. "And.
as usual, you are forgetting the per
Helnzman Is—Heinz
sonal equation

low the face of the note?"
Newmark hesitated.
"Yes," said be. "because 1 know you
well enough to realize that there is a
point where your loyalty to Helnzman
would step aside in favor of your ioy-

bim.
"Yon have five days to leave town."
he said crisply. "Don't ever show ·ρ
here again. Let me have your address
for the payment of this note."
He took two steps forward.
"You're a dirty, low lived skunk. If
you think you're going to get off scot
free you're mightily mistaken."
Newmark half arose.
"What do you mean?" he asked in
alarm.
that I'm going to give you
About the worst licking you ever heard
tell of," replied Orde, buttoning his
coat.

■ome

"I

j

to your family."
"And you think you know where
that point Is?"
"It's the basis of my compromise."

ilty

thing sized up, and there Isn't α flaw
In your reasoning. I always said that
you were the brains of tbls concern.
If It were not for one thing I'd compromise sure, and that one thing was
beyond your power to foresee."
Newmark's eyes half
He paused.
closed again In a quick darting effort

of his brain to run back over all the
elements of the game he was playing.
"What is it?" asked Newmark at
last
"Helnzman died of smallpox at 4

o'clock this afternoon," said Orde.
Newmark's face went slowly gray.
For a full minute he sat absolutely

motionless.
"Where are you going?" asked Orde
"I'm going to get myself
my bedroom." b· snapped.

Of the

Tropics.

wood of trees, and since ther«
many trees and so many rot ι lu;
trunks and branches in hot, moist
Cpuntries the beetles get plenty of foot!

caylng
are so

to grow on.
In tropical Africa is found the Goll
ath, the largest of all this tribe, for r
beetle a veritable monster. It is sev
mrriwMVii!

nrnnmiiim

mean

Five minutée later Orde emerged
from Newmnrk's bouse, softly rubbing
tbe palm of one
tbe
over
band
knuckles of tbe
otbes.
Be turned out
of tbe side street.
His own bouse
lay before blm.

|

He

stopped, then

stole

forward
softly until he
stood looking it'
through the door
way.
Carroll sat lean

lug against Hi
golden hart). In·
'Whtil do ynumennf shining head wii ι

/a· nuked.
the soft shadow
until it almost touched the stringHer hands were straying Idly over a
lusiometl chords aiid rich modulationthe iilalntlve half music of reverie.
lient

Orde crept to her unheard. <}eiul,»
he clasped her. She enuk hack again·"
his brenst with a happy Utile Hluh.
"Kind of fun being married. Isn't It
sweetheart?" he said.
"Kind of," she replied, and ralsei
Til*

I get out of town?"
Orde looked thoughtfully at Heineman's affidavit which, duly disinfected,
had been banded him by Dr. licMullen
Then be arose to his
aa important
room
feet and glided softly across the
to take a position <.lusu to the door
through which Newmark bad departed
Finally the door swung briskly Inward.
Like a panther Orde sprang forward.
He pinioned Newmark's arms to his
side, where he held them Immovable
with one of his own. The other band
he ran down Newmark's right arm to
the pocket There followed' an Instant
With α sharp cry of
of resistance.
pain Newmark snatched his band out
and gazed amazedly at the half crushOrde drew forth the reed fingers.
volver Newmark bad grasped In the
coat

pocket.

He

spilled

out

the car-

tridges and tossed the empty weapon
to Newmark.
"There's your plaything." said he
"So you wanted that affidavit did

you?"

He paused.
"I don't need to tell you that I've got
you," said he finally, ·*ηοΓ what I
think of you. I can send you over the
road for the best part of your natural
days; also I've got these notes and

the mortgage."
"Quit it" growled Newmark. "Send
me up and be d—dP*
"That's the question," went on Orde
■lowly. "You hurt me pretty bad. Joe
I bad
I thought of you as a friend.
a hard time getting over that part of
It We've been together a good many
years now. and as near aa I can make
out you've been straight as a string
with me for eight of them. Then I
suppose the chance came and before
you knew it you were in over your
neck."
for Ood's sake, drop that
"Oh.
preaching. It makes me sick!" broke
out Newmark.
"I'm not preaching." said Orde, "and
eveu if 1 were I've paid a good manj

I X

QUESTION.

Ch· Woman In th· Cas·,

a·

Usual,

Had the Last Word.
Wfccn Mr. Jenkins went to hie bedroom at half past 1 It wag with the
letermJnation of going to sleep and
with another determination that he
would not be Interviewed by Mrs. JenSo as soon as be bad entered
kins.
the door and deposited bis lamp upon
the dressing table be commenced to
undress and to make bla speech:
"I locked tbe front door. 1 put the
ebaln on. I pulled tbe key out a little
bit Tbe dog Is inside. 1 put the kitI emptied the drip pan of
ten out
the refrigerator. Tbe cook took the
«liver to bed with her. I put a cane

under tbe knob of the back hail door.
I put the fastenings over the bath-

The parlor lire lias
room windows.
coal on. I put the cake box back in
the closet. I did not drink all the milk.
It is uot going to rain. Nobody gave
1 mailed
cie any, message for you.
your letter as soon as I got downtown.
Your mother did not call at the olHee.
Nobody died that we are interested in.
Did not hear of u marriage or engageI was very busy at the office
ment.
making out bills. 1 have hung my
clothes over chair backs. I waut a
I think that
new egg for breakfust.
is all and I will now put out the

light."

Mr. Jeuklns felt that he had hedged

against all Inquiry, and

a

triutnplnnt

A STORY OF MEISSONIER.
Th· Painter'· Two Breakfasts With a
Stingy Art Patron.
Melssonler once got acquainted with

Parisian grandie, very wealthy, very
fond of posing as an art patron, but
slightly penurious. One day Melssonler, breakfasting wllh the groudee,
was struck by the beauty of the tex"One could
ture of tbe tablecloth.
draw upou It," be remarked, and, suita

OOL1ATU 1IKKTLK, WINiiS SPKKAU.

In the accompanying
inches long.
picture you Bee a Goliath with 1th
wings spread to fly. This huge beetl··
contains so much aiilmul subsume*
tliat travelers say It Is used for food

eu

by African untlves. They cook It Into
soups and stews and seem to consider
It a great delicacy. Queer taste soui<
peopJe have!
One great tropical beetle Is a curious
creature, very beautifully colored. Be
cause of Its varied tints It Is uauied
the hnrle<juln. It Is striped and flecked
Its six
with red. yellow and black.
legs nre black, with red rings around
the upper part. The body of the har
lequin beetle is not so lurge as thnt
of some of the rest of the tribe, bu:
Its front pair of legs, considering its
owu size, are tremendous in length.
When they are stretched out forward
full ieuglh the harlequin, legs and all
is nearly a foot long.

Training Sight
And Memory
There aro children who know so
ouch that eveu grown people can
learn from them and are always glad
)f their company. They are the chil
iren that keep their eyes and ears
wide awake to what Is going on about
them, particularly in the Held of naTheir faces are bright, intelliture.
If they go to
and handsome.

gent

walk In the city they see the buildings,
ibuw windows, people and carriages
they pass and can tell you what these
In the country they see evare like.
and note
»ry etone or plnut they pass
They could
•very turn in the road.
They watch
not be lost very well.
the motions of bird, beast and Insect
ind remember. They listen attentivecréa
ly to all sounds mode by living
Lures, and these, too, they remember.
Suppose you go to the menagerie
md see—let us say—a giraffe. Don't
on u careless, haphazard look

lepend

it
ill
Its
Its

It Take In at one or two glances
Compare
that long necked animal
height with objects around it Note
coloring and the markings of Its

ipote. Observe especially that though
its head Is perhaps eighteen feet above

KNI).

ing the action to the word, he produced
pencil and made on tbe smooth,
snowy nap a wonderfully able sketch
of a man's bead. The particular tablea

cloth in question never went to the
The "economical swell" lntd
wash.
the I ead carefully cut out of the damask and hastened to frame and glaze
A few weeks afterward
his prize.
Melssonler again breakfasted with his
patron ami found by the side of his
plate at the corner of the table assigned to blm a neat little sheaf of crnyodS
and holders, with u penknife and some

India rubber.
While the guests, at the conclusion
of the repast, were enjoying their coffee and cigarettes the bost saw with
delight "from tbe corner of bis eye"
that Messonler was haul at work on
the tablecloth, this time with a su
perb II:tie full length of a mediaeval
The party broke up. the
halberdier.

guests departed, and the "economical
swell" rushed back to the dfniug room
Cut, alas, the
to secure his treasure.
painter had for once shown hi iself
as economical as his patrou! lie had
made disastrously good use of the penknife, and one corner of the tabl loth
was

gone, halberdier and all!

A FLOWER FABLE.
Heartsease Imparts a
Valuable Lesson.
Once unou a time in a rich man's
garden the trees and (lowers began to
The oak, bevuu.-e It
wither away.
:ouid uot yield any fair flowers: (he
rosebush, because it could not bear
any fruit; tlie vine, becuuse it bnd to

Story of the

L'iinK to tbe wall and could

cast

uo

•ool shadow.
"I am of uo use in the world." said
the oak.
"I might as well die!" cried the rose-

bush.

"What good can I do?" murmured
the vine.
Then the man, walking sadly through
his depleted garden, noticed a llttio
heartsease, which all the while held
up its cheerful face to the sun.
The rnuu stooped and asked, "What
makes you so bright and bloon.i'ag
wheu all tbe rest are fading?"
"I thought." answered the little flower. "you wanted me here because it
was here }ou planted me, and so I
thought I would try to be the best
and
prettiest little heartsease that

:ould be."
The man pressed the dear little flower to his heart.
Âre you. reader, like the oak and
the rosebush and the vine, unhappy
bernuse you are not something els«?
Or are you. like the heart.mm se. dolnr
your best and happy beniiiw» you.',
what you are?-Philadelphia I.edg

jections?"

After you get your drink I
"Να
want to talk to you."
Newmark snarled at him: "You
needn't be afraid I'll run away. How'd

ONE

hat?"—Argonaut.

her face to his.

a drink Id
"Any ob-

ΗΕπ

smile was upon bis fare as he look
hold of the gas check and sighted a
line for the bed when he was earthquaked by ι he query from Mrs. leukins, "Why don't you take off your

paid."

"All right" agreed Newmark.
"Does that satisfy you?"
"1 suppose it's got to."
"Very well. I have the papers here
"1 / OU seem to have this game all
\/ figured out," said Orde witb | all made out. They ueed simply to be
Blgned and witnessed. Timbuil is the
contempt
I
•'Well," said the other, "let's I nearest uotary. Come." said he.
In silence the two walked the block
settle this thing. The fact remains that
the firm owe»u note to Helnzman which and a half to the notary's house. FiIn
it cannot puy. You owe a note tu the nally the papers were executed
firm which you cannot pay. All this | the street Newmark paused significantbut Orde did not take the hint.
may be slightly irregular, but for pri- ly,
"Are you coming with meV" asked
vate reasons you do not care to make I
public the Irregularity. Am 1 right so Newmark.
"I am." replied Orde. "There is one
far?"

quietly.

Huge

Beetles

k very Interesting order of the Ιοί sect kingdom are the beetles. All inOrde rose.
An inverte"Look here. Newmark. that's Jusi sects are invertebrates.
what I've been coming to. Just wliai brate is a creature having do back
I've hnd such η hard time to get hull bone.
I'm not going to hand you ovei
of.
Beetles pass through three stages of
to any sheriff
I'm golug to let yot existence. First a worm called a grul>
off. No." he coutlnued. In response t< is batched.
It remains In this state
New mark's look of incredulous amaze
for a considerable time, then turns
ment, "It Isn't from any fool notion ol
Into what Is called the pupa. In this
forgiveness. I told you I didn't for
It looks much like the full gr«;wi>
stage
give you. But I'm not golug to nur
but cannot fly or even move
den my future life with you
That'» beetle,
about.
Next, after a considerable titni
just plain, ordinary selfishness. I sup
turns into th<
pose 1 really ought to Jug you. but il has passed, the pupa
Some beetles requin
I do I'll always carry with me thf perfect beetle.
thought that I've taken it on tnysell four or five years to pas* from egg t<
to Judge a man.
And I don't believ» perfect insect.
In tropical countries are beetles 01
any man Is competent to Judge au
Immense size. They feed upou the de
other."

Orde laughed.
"The worst of it Is 1 believe you're
right." said be at last "You have the

room.

thief!"

not much used

vice," be went on, "least of all when
it is at all likely to be taken. But l'l!
offer you some. Throw Helnzman over.
Let blm go to the pen.
He's been
crooked and a fool."
"That's what you'd do?"
"Exactly that ïou owe nothing to
Helnzman, but something to wbat you
would probably call repentance, but
what Is in reality a mawkish sentimentality of weakness. However, 1
know you. Jack Orde, from top to bot
torn, and I know you're fool enough

And I am L"
"Then I suppose this affidavit from
Helnzman as to the details of all this
Is useless for the same reason?'
Newmark's thin Hps parted.
"Correct" said he.
"Uut you're ready to compromise be-

"Yes. sir; this way, elr," said Mallock, trying to indicate the dining

a

"I'm

|

man.

quietly.

"It tu all righdi to be «mort» out to <x

cigar.

a real attack."
"W'beu can I borrow ou itV"
"Not for a year or two. I should say
There's un awful lot of red ta|>e to un

he.
Orde looked up quickly.
left
baf
daugh1
Aud
my
quarantine.
"Well, what Is It?"
to I
alone
all
Mlna,
ter. my daughter
"Tbe general cussednesa of all this
dou't
now
And
tell
you
and
come
you.
lnvestigatlou buslucss had me puzzled
listen."
until at last I made up my mind to do
"Come with me." said Orde briefly.
a little investigating on my own acto
He led tbe way around tbe bouse
count There was one man behind all
the tool shed and lit a lantern.
He waa"—
this.
Heinzumn sat dowu on a uail keg.
"Joe New mark." said Orde quietly.
He
Orde looked at him curiously.
"How did you know that?"
was half dressed, without a collar, his
M1 Just guessed."
burned
His
eyes
thlu hair unkempt.
"Well, it was Newmark. He tied up
internal
some
bright as though from
the land In this trumped up InvestigaAre.
tion so you could not borrow on it."
"What is ItV asked Orde.
"How did he Hud out 1 owned any
"Acb. Orde." cried tbe German. *1 laud?" asked Urde.
what
tortured mit bollenqualle
am
"That I couldn't tell you. Must have
wife
you call? hell's tire. You. whose
been a leak somewhere."
comes In and saves my Mlna when
Urde did not wish to return to th.·
the others runs away—you. my best ofllce uut II lie had worked his problem
She vas
it is schre«-kllc!i!
friends!
tbe noblest, tbe best! She might take

the disease: she mljrbt die. It vas ιιυble." He shuddered. "My Mlna left to
die all aloneP'
Orde rose to nls feet.
"Now
"That is all right." 3ald he.

Everything-his property, bis social
position, bis daughter's esteem."
He paused a moment to puff at bis

ground

whis-

•rder in this notebook.
Manure Valuation.
Heinzman wrote the required order.
hens seem
The latest experiments made by tba
in raw cabbage, but it is what
that the Ohio Station prove tbat when manure
"1 go." aald be, auddenly weary.
to relish, and i have notioed
and the hap- was thrown into the open barnyard and
Orde accompanied him down the
more they are humored
the better the permitted to lie there for five months stivet and succeeded In allpplng him
pier they can be made
before being banled to the field, it bad a through the improvised quarantine.
results in egg
value of 12.40 per ton. When drawn
Klrat CltM Par· fl.OO.
Parmer.
Horning fouud Orde still seated In
was
directly to the field as fast as It ton.
SUttrMM fl.OO.
the library chair. His head was sunk
25
was
13
value
the
of
made,
per
Turbine Steel Steamer CAMDEN an"
When you want to do a good job
ou bia cheat; bia banda were
the manure was sprinkled with forwurd
Steel Steamer
the
GOVERNOR DINGLE* hoeing or weed cutting this spring, put When
as fast as It was extended, listless, palms up, along
rook
betmuoh
1«M· Krankiin
ground phosphate
va
Wharf, Portland, week1 an edge upon the boe. Howthe
tbns
arms of the chair; hla eyea were
the
preventing
in
stable,
made
at
and
day· 7 p. m., for Boston.
operator
ter the tool will work,
value was cant and troubled.
the
of
ammonia,
do
loss
some
and
a dull hoe,
as weli! We despise
When the full sun shone Into the
Heturxalne
15 18 per too.
not own one.—Farm Journal.
Leave Union Wha<*f,
Theolaim is made that at lesst one- library he aroused himself to cbangç
week
Boston,
of the manure Is lost
day» at 7 p.
those he
(or Portland.
all the third of the value
with s hla clothes. Then, carrying
Just as nearly as you can, grow
it Is usually put on the land
he slipped out ol
Through ticket· oa sale at princip*· stuff
oat
discarded,
had
for your family and as
need
J
a
will
with
on
you
nuiroad atatioo·.
fork, and that ten loads put
down the stmt He
at home this year. One
as far and do M the house and
your stock right
mea poor manure spreader go
many
a
enough to telephone
freight rate· m low aa other line·.
la
the
on
good
long
that
loads
only
keeps
as fifteen
pat
paused
thing
to rale· them- much good
J. 9.
trom the office telling OarrçU to «Bold
is baying what they ought
old fashioned parais— way.
LlsCOMB, General

E. P.

I forced blm Into this deal with me.
I bad this bribery case on him. What
had the man to gain by telling you?
Nothing at all. What had he to lose?

shadows beneath.
At eveulug Urde shook himself and

each other not two feet apart.
"<ï«od Lord. Helnzman!" cried Orde.
"What are you doing here?" be de"Dake

Edward White

to

"Well, turn me over to your sberlfl
and let's get through with this." salt!
Newmark sullenly.

come to you and given the whole show
away you'd have lost every cent you
owned.
And for your benefit I'll tell
you what you can easily substantiate.

long swinging gait over the
hills, miles from the village and lu tbe
bigh beeob woods. There he sat down,
bis back to a monster tree. All day
long he gazed steadily on tbe shiftiug
shadows and splotches of sunlight; ou
the patches of blue sky. tbe dazzling
white clouds that sailed across them;
on tbe waving, whispering frond that
overarched bnu and the deep cool

did not return to the office.
I He felt unwilling to face New
uiark until be bad a little more
thoroughly digested tbe situa-

manded.

Stewart

out at

35

0KD1£

tion.

By

be out of town all day.

^

you."

too well. Jack Orde.
You're a fool.
Do you seriously mean to say that you
dare try to prosecute me?
Just as
sure us you do I'll put Helnzman In
the pen too. I've got it on blm, cold.
He's a bribe giver—and somewhat a
criminal conspirator himself."
Newmark leaned back with an amused little chuckle. "If the man hadn't

j V

-*1!Chapter
ι ΤτΙΠ·

m

0

|

adopting

>orway, Maine.

15

Young

Patience with

|

Malcbe·) l'lne Sheathing for Sale.

E.

The Riverman

"iruu) Tax plow."

jj

thousands of dollars. it seems.
the right to say whnt I d-o
And If you think I'm working
Christian forgiveness racket
I don't
mistaken.
I'm not.

or something of that sort,
I suppose. So far froui banding over
to you the bulk of my property I can
send you to the penitentiary."
"Nonsense." rejoined Newmark, leaning forward In bis turn. "I know you

conspiracy

Live Stock Breeders to Meet.
Arrangement* have been nearly com-

AMONG THE FARMERS.
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A Pretty Story of Chopin.
While be was still a child the fame

If Chopin's geuius extended beyond

Tennyson'· Love For Bird·.
Alfred Tennyson was all his life ■»
great lover of the woods and tlelds
Trees, hlrds aud flowers were hb everyday companions, and he faithfull}
studied the habits of Dame Nature's
English uursllugs. The lark, ibe night
lngale, the owl and the linnet were tilfa vorlte birds. He was also greatly In
terested in tbe sea birds, tbe peregrine
falcons, the cormorants, seagulls, etc..
and iu tbe long legged sea bird*, tbe
Ht
visitors to marshes and pools.
thought tbe curlew, of wblcb be ban
written Id "Lockeley Hall," α very no
ble bird Hnd loved Its wild call over th*

marshes. There are many reference
to birds native to England in hi*
poems, and ait of tbem show a tbor
ougb acquaintance with tbe Individual
characteristics of tbe different species.
At Karrlugford the poet's gardeD wat
tbe borne of tbe wild birds of tbe
The blackbird aud roblc
and the smaller birds flocked there Ir
great uumbers, aud it was considered
far more Important that they should
feel welcome there thaD that tbe frull
should be permitted to ripen undlsturb
ed or tbe gardeu be kept In propel

hedgerows.

order.
Domesticated

birds also Tennysot
□umbered among bla friend*. Brllllani
peacocks and more sober doves ani ι
pigeons, be loved tbem all

A Few Good Rules For Baseball.
A ball through tbe parlor window
rounts yon out—about a dollar.
After bitting your opponent with tb« >
ball It Is not fair to yell oot the score
Don't laugh if the other player bai ι

to run η long distance after tbe ball
The chances are that he will find at ι
opportunity to make you run befon

long.

Don't get mad If tbe ball Is lost, bu
sit down and rest while jour opponen
hunts for it

all players.

Thla rale 1· observed b?

DXSCBIB· HIM FUOM UXHORT-

ground, yet Its forelegs and bind
The
legs are of the name length.
height of the giraffe comet» from Its
enormously long neclc and shoulders.
If It happent» tu be eating when you
the

It you will notice that the food is
placed at a height where the giraffe
M ay be us a
can reach It on a level.
«peclal favor the animal's keeper will
(et yoa place a lump of sugar on the
and make the giraffe reach
see

ground

Jown for it The long necked creature
When It tries
Is very fond of sugar.
to get the lump, though, you will notice that It must sprawl Its fore feet
far apart In order to reach the ground
with Its mouth. The thoughtful girl
at* boy will know from ibis that the
giraffe feeds ou the leaves and branch
es of trees and uever grazes on level

ground.

Rules of Sl««p.
Those who think most, whu do mos:
brain work, require most sleep, and
time "saved" from necessary sleep 1»
infallibly destructive to mind, bod\
and estate. Give yourself, your chil
dren, your servants—give all that are
under you—the fullest amount of sleep
they will take by compelling them t<
boui
go to bed at some regular early
and to rise in the morning tho moment

they awake, and within a fortnight na
ture, with almost the regularity of the
rising suu, will unloose the bonds of
sleep the moment enough repose has
been secured for the wants of the sys
tern. That Is the only sufe and sulli
clent rule, and, as to the question how
much sleep any one requires, earh
must be a rule for himself. Great nature will never fail to write it out to
the observer under the regulations Just
given.—τ -oodou Globe.

Shortly
the limits of his owu home.
l»efore his ninth birthday a great charity concert was to be given In Warof
law, and, at the request of several
tbe important men of tbe city, Frederic was allowed by his parents to
take part iu it. lie was not at all disturbed at the prospect of playing before such a large and fashionable audleuce—that was so simple and easy it

not worth Ijothcrlng about—but
:he really exciting part of tbe affair
was a fine new jacket with a wide lace
foliar which be was to wear on tbe
He could think of
treat occasion.
nothing else, so when be returned
home after the concert, where he had
been received and applauded as the
marvel he really was and bis mother
was

asked him what tbe people bad seemed
to like* best, he answered, quite unconscious of having done anything un-

usual, "Oh.

only

mamma,

everybody looked

at my collar!"—St. Nicholas.

Conundrums.

What is that which makes every on·
it?
sick except those who swallow

Flattery

What Is the greatest surgical opera-

tion ever

performed?

Lansing Michi-

gan.
alWhat kind of wild animals are
the
parks?
in
public
free
to
go
lowed
Dandelions-dandy lions.
t fisherWhy can you never expect
Because bis
man to be generous?
business nakes him sell fish.
When is a gun like a dismissed serrand goes
ant? Whin it is discharged

off.

A Short Fail.

"Golly, Mike, are you alive after
falling two stories?"
"Why, that's not far; this la a fiftyone story building."—Judge.
The prodigal robs hie heir; the miser

rob·

himself.-Brayere.

Bethel.
West Paris.
|
In the
At the toon*! business meeting of the I The Salter concerta
Firat Universalis parish Tuesday even· 11 αϊ
IMxc (05ftovd
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL ing, Dr. F. E. Wheeler read the résigna-Γ
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
tion of Rev. I. 8. Macduff as pastor of II
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
the First Uni verbalist church, her pastor-11
ate to close July 1st, 1910, a pastorate of I
1910.
HU1.
APR.
Pari·
5.
four years. The parish took immediate 11
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE,
Chandler went tn Noma, Monwas voted to ask Miss Mac
First
Church, Kev. Q. W. F. HUI, pu. action and it
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All legal advertisement*
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ire given three connective Insertions for 11.30
l>er Inch la length of column. Special contracts
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Joh Printing —New type, fast presses, electric
power, experience-1 workmen and low prices
combine to make tills department of our busl
η :ss complete au-1 popular.

m.XUI.E COPIES.
studio Copies of the l>emocrat are four cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
on
jingle copies of each issue have been placed
-ale at the following places In the County :

shurtleff's Drug Store.
Noyes' Drug Store.

Paris,
Norway,

South

Stone'»

Drugstore.

Alfred Cole, Postmaster.

Kuckfleld,

Mrs. Harlow. Post Office
Samuel T. White.

ParW mil.
West Paris,

Paris.
April Y—Oxford Pomona Grange.InSouth
charge of
April II.—County roa<l meeting. South
Pari·».
Comml-»->louer,
sta'e Highway
Fruit
April ·Ά— Meeting of Oxford Count?
Growers' Association, Grange Hall, South
Paris.

here and There.

Col. Roosevelt's tiret public speech
after leaving the African wilds, delivered
at Cairo, Egypt, culls out considerable
criticism in Egypt and England, as well

elsewhere. But there are two
be noted about it. In the Brat
up and take
place, it made Europe sit observed
'he
notice. If you have ever
fact, people are apt to sit up and take
notice when Koosevelt has something to
for
say. In the second place, the ground
criticism is substantially that he spoke
right out what he thought, without reit
gard to whether everybody would like
Also if you have ever observed
or not
as to that matter, that is the way Roosevelt is apt to speak.
sums

things

mm??*
"gïrold
"îbt '£5* Sr'o. Gould Acden,,

?S®ff 5·-·=;.™
Mise]
α-^μΈ.11
re-1 Τ
11

r»srswi»o«%» »

10Su.°^nïpS^C^
!2, Sraoil».

Sun-11 "Id-ta

Washington, day

show-1
con-1

and wall patron, aed b,

Smltb ia preparing to 11« Λ»
oondnWoo to the hooee ho le to build ο

last week to take Circle, Senior and Junior Unions
to be made at once ed the organizations to be in good
proprietor ot the chair
in the treasuries.
on the Governor Perham house, to put dition with a balance
ee.aral acreeot
1 actor, h«
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bowker will leave
it in shape for the use of Lewis M.
1 and in Bethel village recently.
Brown and family, who have leased it Monday for South Alberta, Canada,
The village school· will open April 1
where they expect to make their future
for a term of years.
in town will open April
Bow-11
Mr.
ten
the
years
past
President Win. DeWitt Hyde of Bow- home. For
work-1
in
clerk
this
a
has
been
ker
village,
doin College was in town last week·
novertv ball Riven Friday evening
Pres. Hyde is considering spending the ing first for the firm of X. M. Small ά *as one of tl»e mont enjoyable events. ο
his
for
G.
Smith.
later
A
and
Sou
By
Hill.
Paris
summer at
1 he
The costumes were varied
Mrs. Ε U. Jackson returned Saturday genial, obliging manners Mr. Bowker
has made many friends, who sincerely I'
from a two months1 visit to Boston.
1
Miss Luce returned Saturday and the regret his departure. Mrs. Bowker has
11
Farnum's
F.
S.
in
Mrs.
an
assistant
been
morning.
schools
bogan
Monday
spring
Miss P. X. Andrews, who has been in millinery store, where she has been very
West Medford, Mass., for eome weeks, is popular.
oriRioated
She
Wednesday evening Mr. and Mrs.
now in Portland for a short time.
nod carried it to aeoccafol
the funeral of Prof. George L Lester Penley gave a farewell party in inish.
V se at the B owdoin College chapel, honor of Mr. and Mrs. Bowker. There
Whist was I
middle intkbvale.
were about thirty guests.
Brunswick, Friday.
There is an unclaimed letter at tbe played until a late hour. Delicate reEllen P. Kimball and ber little adoptfreshments wero served. Mr. and Mrs. «1
attended the Easter concert at
post office for Mrs. Lester Adams.
Professor George L. Vose, a former Bowker were each presented with a book Be,bel Hill M.tcb 2T.l. io <h» ««o'ng,
!
esteem.
frieuds'
fi'kt'us
of
their
a
as
as
known
res ilent of Paris Hill, well
when Blanche, the lltUe girl, sang
Mise Alice Penley pleasantly entertain- liingt Ask Him in to Stay.
civil engineer and instructor, died at
Club
Whist
Thursday
the
Ladies'
ed
Brunswick early Wednesday morning
A etav over night with Mrs. Frank E.
after a short illness with heart trouble. afternoon at her home on Greenwood I
»> <b·
He Street. Mrs. Ε W. Penley received a nbou' her soldier husband. He served
Professor Vose was born in 1831.
was for a number of years professor of
prize for highest score and Elinor H. ► hrpe vears then returned and re-enlistat Bowdoin College, Tuell, who supplied for an absent mem- ed
c ν 11 eng neering
She showed us the old canteen her
Home made! husband used in the
and was later a professor in the Massar, the booby prize.
1
army, which she
chusetts Institute of Technology. He candy was served.
had covered with felt and arranged the
Mr. George W. Hammond of
had al»o written a number of books on
Arm, -reath and
engineering and scientific topics. For Falls went to the C. M. G. Hospital in an artistic manner, and «he showed
I
♦ 'me
years he had been retired from I hursday. Mr. Ilammoud has gangrene hie reunion badge in the Bib
He was twice married, m his foot. Much sympathy is express- First Maine Cavalry badge was bnrie
active work
liis first wife being a daughter of Kev. ed for him.
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mr.«.
Zeu.is Thompson. They had four children. of whom only one is now living, Davis P. Curtis next Thursday after- I
liichard if. Vose, a resident in Mexico. noon.
Miss Ruth Stowell of Locke's Mills is which, when seen, will meet a reauj
The second wife of Professor Vose was
Miss Charlotte B., daughter of Hon. visiting at L. H. Peuley's.
H. R. Dunham of Waterville is visitCharles and Persis Sibley Andrews of
Carter has returned from a logthis place, who died some years siuce. ing at S. W. Dunham's.
ging camp in Sew H am pshire w th
All ladies interested in stylish milli- twelve horses, looking well, which is
The burial will be at Salem, Mass.
nery are invited to attend Mrs. F. S. proof that he uses bis horses well.
I'ARTRIIHJE DISTRICT.
Farnum's millinery opening Friday and
The snow is going away fast an
Mrs. Charles Hodgdon is back from Saturday, April 8th and 9th. She has a maple sweet is being sold at the village
Lewiston for a few days to pack her nice line of trimmed and untrimmed
household goods, but will soon go back hats.
Kimball and brother and
Miss Lillian Tibbetta of Portland it·
to her daughter's
I
Win Mason has sold a cow to J. M. nurse at S. W. Dunham's.
W. W. Dunham is ill with grippe. Dr.
Millett of Xorth Bucktield.
I
\ ates is the attending physician.
Greenwood.
Denmark.
and

C., arrived here
charge of the repairs
1).

T?Wln'eC

iurehMod

i8Th«

in.

I
|i

ADVERTISEMENTS.

New One-piece Dresses.
Insurance.
South Paris I.lglit. Heat and Power Company.
A uctlon
For Catarrh.
Stomach Miner v.
Uua-antee-l Dandruff Cure.
Your Eve Troubles.
Nolle·· of Sale of Real Estate.
2 Notices of Appointaient.
Auction.
Re-I i>l«r Kl«ke*.
A High Quality Is a Strong Argument.
Doff CotkU· Marke t Kree.
Notice of Itaekruptcy.
Brush Runabouts.

as

duff to withdraw her resignation and 11
remain with the society another jear. I
Miss Macduff was installed as pastor at I <
the dedication of the beautiful new
church, coming from Berlin, Ν. H., 1
after a successful pastorate of nine years. I
Judge and Mrs. William P. Potter of
During the nearly four years of
the
Swartbmure, Pa., who purchased
Macduff's pastorate she has not only I <
Elmhurst Annex of Mr·. 0. A. Thayer,
with unswerving fidelity the I
performed
of
last
and
were here Thursday
Friday
duties of pastor, but has filled the office
the
for
week tu complete arrangement»
of Sunday School, I
Chas. H. of superintendent
remodeling of the house.
of Junior Union, clerk of I
Adams of Norway is to do the work and superintendent
church and president of Mission Circle.
the house is to be occupied by tbe Potter
The officers of the parish were all
summer.
the
coming
family
elected with the exception of treasurer
William G. Harlow and Miss Gertrude
and are as follow*:
Harlow of Dixfield, and Edward H. Web<
Moderator—F. E. Wheeler, M. D.
Hter and William E. Atwood of tbe eenior
Clerk—Κ E.Tuell.
at
class at Bowdoin College, are guests
C. Betes, L. M. Mann, F. E.
Tnijsteee-L.
|
M. D.
Wheeler,
George M. Atwood'e.
11
Bates.
Treae.-L.
C.
Miss Susie Chase returned Saturday
to Γ
from the Central Maine General Hospital Three new members were admitted
the parish. The reports of church,
at Lewiston. and is recovering nicely.
School, Good Will Society, Mission I
William L. Perham of
Baptist
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. mSunilay School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 &>.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7 3U. Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
All
the 1st Sunday of the month at230 p.*.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

tor.
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Coming Events.

NEW

a'chorohe

to

In all places where he is to visit, Mr.
Roosevelt will be received with honors
accorded no American since Gen. Grant
made his tour of the world. There is no
doubt that he is the most eminent private citizen in the world to-day.

Jat'ended

mi^sp^TsS
? v^d^rckhoV-bo
held"
ilt?

I

i£V»

Snow's! ÎSÏÏ

bjlje «dcojd

I

I 8aVed

»^ou

I

™Newton

sledding practically
Mr. C E. Cobb is making exteneivol
ended for this spring, and now for workoie. eeaeooed bard
ί
ing up the wood piles and getting ready repairs on the Bartlett house.
on the Maple and PlreF.ro. tor
held
been
by for other kinds of work. The Ring
Denmark High School will presunt a I a tie by Ellen P. Kimball.
Many good sessions have
the Maine State Board of Trade, but at brothers have started out to do that kind ilrama at Odd Fellows' Hall April 22 1. I We are glad to read tbat
more
a
interesting
had
no session has it
A vaudeville show is booked at Odd I Davis
of work with their gasoline engine, for
missionary, i" located at South
and profitable programme than at its their neighbors and townsmen.
Fellows' Hall beginning Wednesday, I Ρ iris
All that bear him preach will
addressthe
All
at
Saco.
recent meeting
There has been but very little sap April 6, for one week.
of a truth that he is a man of
sense
is
a
that
there
growing
es indicate
The selectmen have begun makine Gtid.
weather, but then one good old lady
I
of the possibilities of Maine's future. iisod to etay that never comes till April, taxes for 1910.
A better and more prosperous Maine in so there may be a short run of it yet on
Weet Bethel.
It is reported that Mr. Wm. Deasey
sight seemed to be the keynote of it all. bare ground.
Aorll hath come on,
has purchased the Walter Blake farm
Ami while naiurally material prosperity,
Mr. Sydney Smith is busy building an
Less than two years ago I. W. Swan of
and progress agriculturally, industrially Locke's Mills was taken with a series of air ship at his home.
; Fal'Vl'n Jto teated
most
largely, diseases,
and commercially, figure
bis
until
among
others,
dropsy
North Stoneham.
there is also the call to make a more
physician informed him that he was bebill.
beautiful Maine, a Maine better educa- yond medical help and could survive but
Mrs. Blanche McK<>en of E.»st Stone- V murmur like the murmur of the eea
tionally and esthetically, a Maine better
few days or weeks at the longest, and him has visited her parents, Mr. and
worth living in. All these may come so
quit comiug to visit him. But it Mrs. Wm. Adams.
and will come if we will help them to *eems that his time had not yet come to
Ethel Adams i« at work for Mrs. Ina
hear,»
come.
die. Soon after taking the last dose of Hilton at North L -veil.
The dropping of the velvet foot ο
*P_^,werΗ. B. McKeen went to Nurwav Sunthe doctor's medicine, there was a markD..t.i
J l-l—wi-Jhis daughter Beryl back to
The advent of the Sturgis deputies in ed improvement and he has outlived day to carry
River drivers are working in Mason.
Portland, under the circumstances, many persons who were then in perfect her school.
Sleighing

"'Th0,«iD.7.?0°om.
.Id
Sow

.iroV^ofVummer tjme^

SrAKitiS™^; iSfSS.be
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mixed
somewhat
emotions in the breast of the prohibitionhating Argus; but it does have the grace
to admit, that for one day at least, the
number of drunks in court was smaller
than usual. And when the Argus will
apply a diminutive term to the number
of drunks in a prohibition city, there
must be some reason for it.

naturally produces

health and is liable to as many moreMr. Swan vieited here last Friday, stopped over night, and tbe next day called
K. Cole, and
on his daughter, Mrs. Ο.
returned home in the afternoon, a total
distance of four miles.
Three of those eight skunks caught re-

F. W. Murdock and Mr. Ames from
Norway stayed at Η. B. McKeen's Sat-

urday night.

Melrose Adams and Zeno Fontaine
have their pine all rolled into the brook
and driven to Kezsr Pond.
Muriel McKeen picked full blown
Mayflowers Wednesday, March 30.
J. C. Sawyer is gaining. He is so as
to go out doors.

trapped by our 12-year-old
grandboy, and although small, in size
they brought him $4 Hence he thinks
that when furs are as high as they are at
to
the
North Buckfield.
is
going
again
Whituey
Harry
present it pays to spend a little time
Arctic region*, ami It is announced that
Mr«. J. Ε. Mayhew has gone to Auskunks, even if there is an untrapping
he will bring back Dr. t'ook'»
pleasant odor connected with the indus- burn to epeod the week with her son

,nJ*r™"

No one ought to object to tha
but it is hoped that it will uot cause α
fresh outbreak of the Cook controversy.

mente.

Ten days ahead of his schedule, ami
averaging over 40 mile* a day, old man
Weston is marching across the continent, with every prospect of
a record that will stand for y«ars before
»
any y^ooger man will tackle
A

Question

of

Good

English.

In the Democrat of Feb. 15, I saw
mention of the "aunual ladies night o(
areth«
Lodge, Κ of P.
annual ladies mentioned, or, in tbe ex
pression quoted, is the adjective air
nual" to be understood as modifying
instead of ludiVs, the meaning beinu
bu
not the nicht of the «nnual
the annual night of the lad.es? If the la
ter i< the meaning.—and undoubtedly
—from the standpoint of such a
English as is the.Democrat
would not the expression "ladies annua
night" be preferable to "annual ladies

S:m!in

Who;

V;ht

ladi^

sticky

trior g^i

SAXOOKAMMATlCOe.

night"?

reply by thk STK'ULKB.

expression quoted

froe th«
"anuual" modifie. ne'thei
s „or
ni.jht but late*' ni.jht
'lit i> m entity, which might be wees
or
something
ly annual
In the case of Hamlin Lodge, it »
else.
annual. If it had been the tenth annual
flies' ni-jht, the adjective 'touih
have modified, not lad**, or mghl·
,r ladif* night, but annual ladus ««</ht
From a recent presideut s
"Sot since the ttrst international expos!
®
lion has there been one
Inι th
portance than this wil be
does η
tirst
sentence the adjective
limit rposition, but international e.rpoaiIn the
Democrat

"occasional,

Iwould

niessa^e.

Grammatically. "ladies night," "an
1 adieu' nitfht," and "Internationa
exposition," as u*ed in the several illueabove, are nominal phrases o.
substantive phrases, or something of the
surt—the Stickler long ago forgot most
«i.aI

Sons

of the technical grammar he ever knew
so he must not be expected to be accur
ate in his nomenclature of the science.

Buildings Burned at Rumford.
DOO OF MK.

QODOAKO, THE OCCUPANT,

AKOI SED

TUB FAMILY.

The Blanchard farm buddings on the
Swift Kiver road in Kumford were burn
*d Tuesday night. They were owned
bv L. W. Blanchard, and were occupied
by A. G. Goddard and family, There
was insurance to the amount of ΙΛΟΟ
«
on the
buildings, and Mr.
*3000.
personal property was insured
Mr Goddard was aroused about 11
o'clock by his dog. which cumulate bi.
At
room and began to bark excitedly.
first not understanding his actions, Mr.
Goddard arose and looked out, and
found the barn in Haines. He rushed
out in bis night clothes, and
help of his hired man got oat Ave cows
and three horses which were in the bar".
Two hogs, fifty hens, the farming tools,
hay. grain, and all the contents of the
house except a small quantity of furni-

^Jard

J"»·

cently

try.

were

uttmao, wno βοια nis iarm
last fall to J. W. Cummiogs and bought
a smaller one of hie son at Locke's Mille,
in well settled iti his new home and seems
fairly well contented. Mr. Cummiogs is
expected to move on to his in the near
future.
Thanks to the sender of a late number of the Boston Evening Transcript.
It is a large paper of twelve pages, containing much interesting matter both
secular and religious, among the former
of considerable
two marked articles
length, the former entitled. Western Apples and Ours, and the latter In Grapefruit («roves. Thus it seems that some
of our friends are resolved to get us
posted on what grape-fruit really is.
To-nighr, at 12 o'ciock, March steps
down and out, and then incomes April
Fool Dav; but it would be well to look
out or you may make a bigger fool of
yourself than anybody else.
That Bible question, proposed last fall,
will now be answered and would have
been earlier, but was deferred for the
purpose of bearing from as many perIt has kept well, howsons as possible.
ever. and nearly half a dozen have reto
it; while only one gave the
sponded
correct solution.
The question is whether tbe 22nd
verse of the 3d chapter of Uenesis is correct or defective syntax as we use the
Not'ce here that the 21st
language.
verse, and also the five first words of the
22od, are those of the historian; while
the remainder of the verse is the language of God himself. Then, at tbe 23d
verse, the writer resumes his history.
Rev. Seth Benson was the person who
saw the defect, and we will give the
answer in hie own language.
"In the
verse in question God
uses only the
primary clause of the subjunctive mode,
Paradise
Lost
while tbe author of
furnishes the subordinate clause, thus:
'To remove him I decree, and send him
from the garden forth to till the ground
whence he was taken, titter soil.' This
would complete God's command, carry
out bis decree, which is self evident."
We think all will see, by this time,
that it was something of a question and
The quotation la from
well answered.
Paradise Lost, Book 11, page 254.
υ.

(ί.

v>

not^nown.

oTthe

/bis

long

family^were

Pries,ββ®*1®·"

G rover Keeoe has rented Gould FarDum'e farm for a year.
The high echool students presented
"Higbee of Harvard" at Grange Hall
Thursday night. The parts are well
taken and the play was well attended.
J. M Millett has hired Frank Mitchell
for the summer.
Cows are in good demand and are sell-

ing

at

high prices.

Packard has a crew of men
down the river to Heald
Bros.' mill.
Mrs. Lottie Damon has been spending
a few days at D. R. Jack's.
Mrs. Mary Capen, who has been ill all
winter, is able to be calling on her neighbors.
Earl Jack has recently l>st a cow.
Mrs. Margaret Kowe is somewhat improved in health.
Lucius

driviDg logs

Mexico.
We are having an epidemic allowed to
be the grippe. At A. E. Small's, Mr.
Small, Mrs. Small, their boy Clifford and
year-old daughter Lucy have been afflicted, the last named being quite ill now,
although regarded as improving. Mr.
Small is able to drive around the village.
Wallace R. Moore, his wife Lucy and
and their son Nahum J., have all beeo
coutined to their home several days
Mrs. Henry W. Park, whose daughters,
Mrs. Small and Mrs. Moore, are ill, ha*
been dividing her time with them the
past week, but came home Wednesday,
the 30th, to straighten home matters out.
She will continue her visits every day.
E. R. Stevens and wife and Thos. M.
Stevens and wife are shut in, Mrs. Stevens having been confined to the house
ten

days.

A. D. Virgin is also kept in hla home
by the distemper.
Tuesday night a fire alarm called our
firemen to fire district No. 6. The alarm
was not for a fire in Mexico, although
every one supposed buildings in Mexico
were burning.
They proved to be the
house, ell, barn and stable on the Wm.
M. Blanchard farm in Rumford, close by
the line between the two towns.
Wednesday afternoon an alarm started
the firemen for Whitmanville, but the
"all out" was sounded before they all
reached the blaze.
East Brownfield.
Henry W. Park walked down to the
is teaching Id post office and back to his den the 31st,
Marion Giles, who
Bridgewater, spent tbe Baiter vacation the first visit he has made there in fonr
at home.
months.
Mabel Chadbourne was tbe guest of
Harvey Haines is another one on the

Kate Giles Easter.

Rev. Mr. Ames, a Yale student, preached in the Congregational church March
27.
Fred Files returned from Georgetown
April 2d and opened High School April
4.
Avilda Fessenden Eastman died very
suddenly of pneumonia March 29. The
remain* were brought from her Massa
chusettta home to this village for burial.
Mrs. Stickney and Miss Stickney bave
returned and opened their houaeon Mill
road. They are entertaining Mrs. C. O.
Stickney of Hampton, Ν. H., for several

days.

East Greenwood.

Virgie Edgerly is working for Mrs.
Lendd Yates.
of the
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Estes have moved
all sick with the measles. M «.Goddard
on to their farm, also Frank Ring.
got them up and got them to the house
Allan Cole is going to carry on the
of Scott Richardson, half s mile away.
town farm tbe coming year.
tire
is
of
the
The cause
Lucy Emmona and Vivian Bates of
One
largest loads of logs hauled Lewiaton were the gueats of Mrs. Lendal
in this state with a steam log hauler was Yates over Sunday.
Royal Martin has bought a piano for
hauled recently by S. W.
for one of the large lumbering com pu- bis daughter Flora.
Stella Swan has been visiting her
load cou.l.tud
nie. near Jackman.
of eight seta of sleds and scaled 42.W0 cousin, Mrs. Alby Noyes, of Bryant
board feet. The road over which Mr. Fond.
Florence Whitman has been sick in
Price hauled this load was nine and one'
and in one place for one- bed with a liver trouble.
half miles

tUTheWfour children

Mabery.

sick list.

The Oxford County Dairy Testing
Association aod the AodroioogglB Valmelt
and
away,
will
But tber shrink andleeeen
ley Jersey Breeder·' Association
In the glow of the sunlight day by day."
bold ft qoIod meeting at E«et Sumner,
for
work
in
flnlabed
baa
wu
Flfield
Hebron
of
Mr. John
Mr·. Anna Buck
m.
Programme:
South April 6,10 A.
town over Sunday, returning Monday, ac- G. K. Hasting· and returned to
1. Business meeting. Testing Association.
ElizaL.
Mr·.
her
Paria.
mother,
2. Discussion, "Herd Record·," by O.
companied by
Varney and Henry Hnssey.
Mr. Lester Bean Is at hi· home bete
beth Waldron.
Suit· for young and old. Suite for large and small. Don't
at
the
Heard
and
University
Eaater 8. What I Saw
Ml·· Sally Warren of Weetbrook is from North Vaaaalboro for the
Parmer·' Week," by Merle R. Adams.
during
the guest of her grandparent·, Rev. and vacation.
4. "Line Breeding," by H. M. Tucker,
delay looking them over for they are going fast
former herdsman at the University of Maine
Mr·. H. B. Bartlett baa returned from
Mr*. A. W. Pottle.
Intermission.
Herbert
5.
in
Mrs. Kate Morrill baa sold her farm
visiting her daughter, Mr·.
Association.
at- β. Business meetl κ, Breeder·' More Cows
We have just opened another case of new Ginghams.
Sumoer and ha· moved into the house LyoD, of Bumford, Me., where ebe
7. Lecture. "How Can We Keep
of
Cultivated
Land,"
by B.
to the Acre
owned by her mother.
tended church Easter Suuday.
A. Stanford, Expert, Office Farm MsnBeautiful patterns and colors, 10 and 12 l-2c.
Mr. F. B. Howe haa recently aold the
Raymond Alien âuished work iu C. S.
sgemen', Bureau Pltnt Industry, U. 8.
Mr.
to
here
bouae
and
i
Bartlett
eon
M
ad
Raymond J.
Child·* market Saturday,
Department of Agriculture.
Jordan will work for him this summer, Elmer Oole of Washington, D. C., who Dinner will be furnished by members of
Remember we have good unbleached cotton, 36 in. for
let
make
to
come
May
commenced
will
repair·
Monday.
having
both asBuciatiotu.
Mr. N. 7. Swan ia visiting relative· at
Don Tilton of Auburn la visiting hi*
A. J. Foster, President.
7c, 40 in. for 8c. There is every indication they will be
Milan, Ν. H.
unole, G. W. Tilton.
H.
A.
Secretary.
Adams,
Miaa Edna Bartlett, Eva Bean, John
Earl M are ton of Lewiston is visiting
higher.
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Howe, Urban Bartlett and Freeborn
THE DEMON OF THE AIR
Bean bave returned to their atudiea at
Irish.
ia the germ of la grippe, that, breathed
We are spending two weeks in Boston and New York
I. N. Smith has the lumber on the Qould Academy.
in, bring· goffering to thouaftnd·. In
place to build a stable to take the place
after effect· are weakness, nervousness, buying the new things and studying styles.
Byron.
of the one burned by lightning last sumand ambition,
It ie a little unusual to aee a man lack of appetite, energy
mer.
disordered liver and kidney·. The
The School Improvement League pre- breaking up on tbe 28th of Maroh in this with
Our dressmaking rooms will be opened again Tuesday,
need then is Electric Bitter*,
sented the drama "Higbee of Harvard" section of tbe country, but L. A. Mason greatest
and
blood
purifier
the
tonic,
Thurslast
splendid
Why
did
it
hie
team
Monday.
North
with
at Orange Hall,
Buokfleld,
when Miss Z. S. Prince will be pleased to meet old
regulator of Stomach, Liver and Kidday night, to a good house.
go south?
that
have proved
tbe.r
Mrs. James A. Taylor ia away on a neys. Thousands
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Rawson went to
and new patrons. Sincerely yours,
wonderfully strengthen the nerve·, build
Boston Friday, where they joined a visit to her parents in Dixmont.
and
health
restore
Dr. and Mr·. Taylor returnod from a up the system and
personally conducted excursion to WashIf
week's visit with friends at Bridgtoo good spirit· after an attack of grippe.
ington, D. C.
60 cents.
A. suffering, try them.
tbe
Only
of
attended
list
also
the
and
Smith
They
following
vicinity.
Supt.
gives
home Perfect satisfaction guaranteed by F. A.
assignments of teachers for the summer C. conference at Oxford, arriving
Shartleff & Co.
term in bis district comprising Hartford, Saturday evening.
Hartford
and
Buckfleld.
Β. T. Taylor recently bought a gasoSumner
been
baa
When the ice in the Carrabusett
schools will commence April 25 with line engine of John Thomas and
HAINE.
leachers as follows:
sawing wood for E. G. Knapp, J. E. River left tbe mill pond it carried over
and
Mason
A.
the dam calmly sitting on a cake of ice,
Shaw, J. A. Taylor, L.
Glover—Mary Atkinson.
Tyler—Irene Dodvre.
Dr. Taylor.
"Driver," the houud and family pet of
Hartford Center—Kit* Monaghan
A flock of wild geeee bave been seen I). H. Cushman. After being carried
Whiting—Dora Williams.
as about 20 rods below the dam "Driver"
Mountain—L. Helen Waterhouse.
going north. Even the geese as well
Union-Not assigned.
and Cook are searching for tbe •warn to a rock where he was soon resPeary
ice
Allen.
Line School—Probably Or
cued by willing hand· with little difficulpole.
Sumner schools will also commence
Mrs. A. 0. Beed, Mrs. Mabel Sawyer, ty, none the worse for bis Involuntary
April 25 for nine weeks:
Mrs. Kate Hodedon and some others plunge.
have been on tbe sick lint lately. Dr.
Bonney—Mr#. Alice Turner.
East Sumner—Not assigned
Twitcbell was called to attend them.
WORSE THAN BULLETS.
West Sumner—Adrian Uulraes.
W. Δ. Knapp, who has heun sick for
Pleasant Pond—Dot Heald.
Bullets har e often caused less sufferDoble— Clara Bragg.
some time, was buried at East Dixfield
ing to soldiers'than the eczema L. W.
Sumner Hill—Not mined.
Saturday.
Harriman, Burlington, Mo., got in the
Morrill—Not Assigned
friends
with
Jotbam Shaw is on a visit
Redding—Not Assigned.
army, and suffered with, forty years.
"But Bucklen's Arnica Salve cured me
Buckfleld High and rural schools bogin in Massachusetts.
Dr. S. Taylor has been chosen super- when all else
failed," he writes. GreatApril 12 for a nine weeks' term.
intendent of schools.
est healer for Sures, Ulcers, Boils, Burns,
South Hill—Temple Jordan.
East Buckfleld—Cloora DeCostcr.
That
Cuts, Wound*, Bruises and Piles. 25
Hartford.
Whitman—Mary Foster.
cents at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'· drug
Prince—Myra Irish.
Mrs. Florence Fletcher and children store.
Prices that Exact AdAllen—Not assigned.
Brock—Leora Foster.
visited Mrs. Fletcher's brother, Jones
week.
miration
Probably the North Buckfleld school Bonney, in Lewiston last
Mrs. W. 0. Eustis was the guest of
For catarrn.
will be closed and the scholar» conveyed
week.
last
of
The hiyrh school gradua- Mrs. Estelle Barilett Friday
Μ the village.
Free in Every Case
If you haven't bought your spring
Mrs. W. E. Rose of Dixfield visited Medicine
tion will be June 16 and the grammar
school June 17. It is hoped that there Mr. auri Mrs. \V. 0. Eustis last week.
Where It Fails to Believe.
suit
Chas.
has
been
yet we can give you some inGeo. Brown
visiting
will be a junior-sophomore prize-speakNeglect or pessimism, we believe, is
McKay in Oakland.
ing arranged for Wednesday, June 15.
to
lias
the public
teresting figures.
Laura Irish visited friends in Liver- the greatest enemy
J. E. Warren has been appointed cen-

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
NORWAY,

Men's

Spring
Suits

Compel Respect.

kuh

enumerator for the town of Hebron.

Weit Sumner.
Arthur Cox went to the M. C. Hospital
at Lewi«ton Thursday. He had the misfortune to cut one of his feet a short
time ago, and as the wound has not
healed it is feared the foot will have to

Dre. Atwood and Heald
Much symwere called in consultation.
pathy is felt for young Cox as he is
steady and industrious. He has been
nmriod only a few months.
bo

amputated.

Mrs. K. P. Bowker is in a critical condition and but slight hopes of her recovery are entertained. Dr. Wheeler
was called Wednesday to consult with
Dr. Atwood. Mrs. Bowker's daughter,
Mrs. Ε. E. Tuell, of West Paris, is caring
for her. Mrs. Tuell'· son Ivan and little
daughter Maud are here.
Miss Harriett Swett of Canton is visiting Mrs. Freeman Farrar.
Levi Turner, an nged gentleman, who
has been working for Dr. H. F. Atwood
for the past year, met with a serious
accident Monday. Mr. Turner was leading a heifer to water when the animal
gave a sudden j*rk on the rope which
his right hand,
was wound around
throwing him violently to the ground.
He fell backwards, putting his right
shoulder out of joint and tearing the
ligiments. Mr. Turner has gone to
Jatnos Heald's at East Sumner.
Henry Proctor and Lynn Farrar, who
have been trapping skunks, have rid tho
neighborhood of more than thirty of
the«e pests.
A shower of bail accompanied by
thunder pa«sed over this place Monday
Mrs. Abbie Bates, who went to North
Paris Sundiy to care for Mrs. Frank
Webb, has relurued home.
Lewis Chamberlain is moving into the
Lydia Barrett house, although reports
to the contrary have been circulated.
Mrs. Horatio Chandler, who has a
mild attack of the grippe, is gaining.
Mr. Chandler Is also recovering from a
severe cold.
Monday Walter Chandler and Herbert
Heath began work on the Universalist
vestry. The labor will for the most part

East Sumner.

times at the mills tbese days.
West Lovell.
With the saw and shingle mills and R.
Horatio Stearns and Marietta Fox G. Stephens' feed mill and barrel busiare confined to their beds with eicknees. ness work is in good demand and tbe
Mrs. Alexander Laroque, John Fox workmen seem busy and contented, and
would meet with
and Mrs. Nat Fox are still aiok.
a promoter of
Several others who bad the prevailing no success here.
Geo. Maxim was at Auburn two or
distemper are on the gain.
Silas McKeen of New York is visiting three days last week to consult Dr. Pennell for an ear trouble tbat afflicted him.
his mother, Mrs. Lovett Sargent
W. H. Eastman, who has bad a bard
W. Stanley Fox and wife have gone to
Bridgton to carry on the farm for the grippe struggle, Is improving, and occasionally walks down to his office.
poor.
Panl Stephens is moving down to the
W. S. Fox it having the ell of his house
homestead farm to carry on the same.
raised up for ohambers.
Tbe Baptist Circle at the Grange Hall
on Wednesday was well attended and
Locke'* Mill·.
tbe receipts very good.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reed of West
Paris were at Camp Comfort a few day·
Wilson'· Mills.
last week.
Leon Bennett ha· finished work for
Our genial butcher, J. A. Titus, makes
a fine appearanoe on the road in bis new- tbe A. R. Co.
Mrs. Peter Littlehale is on the slok
ly painted cart.
Roy Brown and sister Aliee were in list.
J. W. Bucknam has moved out of the
Berlin last Wednesday and Thuraday.
Arthur Stowell hurt hla knee quite woods.
Mr. and Mrs. Arad Barrows went to
badly and has to go on cratches.
Will Goodwin baa gone to Poland Portland the past week.
The mumps are all the rage now.
Spring to work.
Bertha Donahue visited in Berlin the
Herbert Mason has bought the J. F.
Libby house, and Ernest Brooks the past week.
Mae Fox is working for Win York.
John Bean stand.
Fred Shaw has been to Colebrook and
Mra. Mosea Knight is in very poor

"strides"

u

oPÇjJ":

intend with when applied to the lose or
Practically every
recovery of health.
James Irish is visiting in Byron.
bave been
Grace Larid of Byron visited Mr. and cane of consumption might
cured if hope had been maintained and
Mrs. Jas. Irish recently.
treatment had been resorted to at
Bessie Hayford was in Lewiston re- proper
Until
the first symptom of the disease.
cently.
is reached consumpwent to Lewiston the advanced stage
Elmer Harmon
tion is curable. Catarrh is responsible,
Thursday.
for many cases of consumpW. S. Robinson was in Mechanic Falls we believe,
•ion. It is about catarrh we want to
on business Thursday.
11. E. Mclntyre went to Buckfield talk to you to-day, incidentally consumption, since the two are so closely allied.
Thnreday.
We bave a medicine made from a preP. C. Monaghan has gone to Canada,
scription of ODe of the most succcssful
where he has a fine position in a mill.
We believe
catarrh specialists known.
We
it is poxitively without an equal.
Hiram.
are so satisfied that we are right, that
of
with
deep regret
Many will learn
we will supply the medicine free in every
the death of Mrs. Eliza (Cbadbourne)
instance where It Is used according to
WarNatbiel
late
of
the
widow
Adam»,
directions for a reasonable length of
Mrs. Adams died Sunday
ren Adams.
time, should It fail to give satisfaction in
Adams
at
the
old
March
27,
morning,
We want every one
every particular.
homestead, where she bad lived for to
try this medicine at our rink. There
was
85
She
years
years.
nearly seventy
are no conditions attached to our offer.
of age the Oib day of March, and was the
W« put the user under no obligation to
Many us whatever.
last survivor of a large family.
who have associated with her will over
The medicine we want you to try is
It can
remember her with ploasure.
It is a catarrh
Mucu-Tone.
Hexall
well
truly be said of her, "She looketh
remedy that goes direct to tbo seat of
to the ways of her household, and her
is
carried
It
trouble.
by the blood to
children arise up, and call her blessed";
It purifies
every part of the system.
have
and
her
economy
for
industry
and enriches the blood, tones up the
their
of
foundation
the
to
lay
helped
mucous cell.·, and brings about a conbeautiful home, where she passed her
dition of health and strength that tends
surrounded
every
by
declining years,
to prevent the germs of consumption
comfort, faithfully and tenderly cared from getting a start. Besides this, Rexfor by her children, Mr. Stephen J.
nil Mucu-Tone is a wonderful appetizer,
Adams and Mr. and Mrs. Orison W.
digestive aid and fiesh builder. Its good
Adams. The deceased was ever a faitheffects aro often felt from the very first
ful wife, a loving and devoted mother, a
dose. It is one of the largest and most
kind, peaceable and genial neighbor,
satisfactory selling medicines that we
who, in her younger days, visited the have ever had anything to do with.
she
could.
sick and afflicted and did what
We know so much of the great good
A good woman is gone. We shall miss
that it l'as done that we personally back
her in her home, wher·· she gave everyit up with our reputation and money,
Her pleasant
one a cordial welcome.
which fact should be ample guarantee to
to
her
smile
endeared
word and genial
Rexall Mucu-Tone
anybody.
satisfy
all.
comes in two sizes, 50 cents and $1.00.
in
not
For good lteth
pursuing,
Remember you
We urge you to try it.
Nor gaining of great nor of small,
can obtain Roxall Remedies in South
But Just In the doing, and doing
As we would be done by, Is all.
Paris only at our store,—The Rexall
The funeral services were held Tuesday Store. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
atternoon, March 24, at her home, atNOTICE.
tended by Rev. J. R. Remick, pastor of
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
the Metbodist church, Cornish'.
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
EDMUND T. HARTFORD, late of Porter,
Halley'e Comet Coming.
of Oxford, deceased, and given
la the
Optometrist, Parmenter, Optician, is bonds County
AU persons havas the law directs.
degoing to several hundred dollars expense ing demands against the estate of saidsettlein getting a large astronomical telescope ceased are desired to present the same for
are requested to
thereto
Indebted
all
and
ment,
here to take public observations of Halmake pavmcnt Immediately.
O. A. MORTON.
ley's comet which will be seen about March 1Mb, 1910.
FRANCIS A. FOX,
April 18tb, after sundown each night for
Agent.
be
will
The
comet
about three months.
nearest the earth on May 18th. To be
sure of seeing the comet with this 1100
power telescope you must have a ticket, Get Hid of That Sourness, Gas
six observations for 25c. Tickets now
and
on sale at Parmenter's.
Only a limited
number of tickets will be sold at any
When your stomach is out of order or
more

c

recently.

~~Stomach Misery.

It
ruu down, your food doesn't digest.
All tickets will be redeemed at their fetments in your stomach and forms
face value, 25c., In purchase of any arti- gas which causes sourness, heartburn,
cle of one dollar or more, at his place of foul brent h, pain at pit of stomach and
business, on or before August 1st, 1010. many other miserable symptoms.
This is a chance of a lifetime to see
Mi-o-na stomach tablets will give joyHalley's comet, which ia seen once in ful relief in five minutes; if taken reguabout 75 years. "Very few living now larly for two weeks they will turn your
will live to see Halley'e comet again in flabby, sour, tired out stomach into a
10S5, at which time it will be due for sweet, energetic, perfect working one.
observations.
You can't be very strong and vigorous
Your
if your food only half digests.
To Break In Wew Shoe· Always V··
will go and nausea, dizziness,
appetite
Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder. It prevents Tightbiliousness, nervousness, sick headache
ness and
B11..lerlng, cures Corns, Bunions,
will follow.
Swollen, Sweating, Aching feet. At Druggists, and constipation
A.
S.
25c.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are small and
Sample mailed FREE. Address,
11-14
Olmsted, he Roy, Ν. T.
to
easy to swallow and are guaranteed
If You Would Cur· That Back,
You need a pleasant herb remedy called Mother
Australian-Leaf for all Kidney,
Bladder and Urinary trouble. As a regulator It
h is no equal, cures headaches, nervousness, dlzzlneis and loss of sleep. At all Druggists, or by
SAMPLE FREE. Address, The
mail. 50cts.
11-14
Mother Gray Co., Le Roy, Ν. Y.

Gray's

banish indigestion and any or all of the
above symptoms or money back.
Fifty cents a large box. Sold by druggists everywhere and by F. A. Shurtleff

I A Co.
For

so

as

FIRE,

AND

AND

PUBLIC

F.

Guaranteed Dandruff Cure.

etc.

to care for him until it can be decided what to do witb
him. He is a pensioner of the rebellion.
Ray Brown was called to his home in

UftVifMn'

Latest

SuuiH Ο»

arrived.

styles

Spring

in

Beware of the druggist who tell· you
that any other hair tonic ia just ia good

RIPLEY.

MAINE.

South Parie

Light, Heat & Power Company

Annual Meeting.
ParisUn Sage—be knows better.
F. A. bhurt.eff & Co. are tbl agents
Notice le henby glren that the annual meetfor Parisian 3%ge, and they won't try to
give you something just as good, be- ing of the *tock bolder· of the South Part· Light.

in two weeks or money back.

Tbey know that Parisian Sage is highly recommended as the moat pleasant
and rejuvenating bair dressing known.
It makes the hair fluffy and beautiful
and la not aticky or greasy. Fifty centa
a large bottle at F. A. Sburtleff Λ Co.'s.
Tbey will guarantee it. Made in America only by Giroux lffg. Co., Buffalo, N.
Y. The alrl with the Auburn bair on
I
every pMuge.

Heat and Power Company for the election or
officer* for the ensuing year and the transaction
of an y other boalneaa that may legally coran before said meeting, will be held at ioe South Parla
Saving· Dank on Friday, April 8th, 1910, at two
o'clock p. M.
Soulh

GEOBGE M. ATWOOD,
Clerk and Treat.
14
Parla, Maine, April 1,1910.

PASTURAGE.
WANTED:—Stook to pasture for the coming
summer, either cattle or none·.
Plenty of feea
and water. A line pasture.
ALFBID M. DANIELS,
t
lt-U
Parla, Maine.
/

just

CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER,

31 Market

South Paris, Maine.

Sq.,

Spring

Shirts.
From the plain

Correct shirts for every occasion.

Hathaway white dress shirt.

negligee

to the

find

assortment of

our

every

to take what

they
We

styles

You will

complete

and sizes

in

Shirt buyers at this store don't have

particular.

they

want

have

a

best

productions

get but they

can

get just wha'

can

in close touch with makers who

are

reputation

of making the right things, and their

constantly being added

are

to ou:

stock.

our

that it is

forget

Don't

pleasure for

a

us to

show you

lines.

N°r-V

h. b. Foster,

A

The
Best

w

hen

Such

deep hold upon the

BANK which takes

confidence and respect of the people :<t 'arge
is by all odds the proper place for fundi

safety
an

pared

is wanted.

institution, and

no

other sort, is wcil prefinancial distt ; ince

to weather any and every

which may arise in the

Thing

course

of the years.

A bank's strongest advantage is at this point withit, gold and time locks, stone brick and t>ig

out

About
a Bank

figures
Be

are

ill chaff and sawdust.

of your money by entrusting the kee ".g o(
jver
The facilities of this bank,
a bank.
>
years uninterrupted service, are at your d» -,
sure

it to such

38

The NORWAY NATIONAL BANK of Norway, Me.
Responsibility

are

Hats, also

MISS

HEALTH.

as

cause they know that Parisian Sage is
guaranteed to cure dandruff, stop falling
hair, and cure all diseases of the sealp

Hat*

J. F. Plummer,

pleased

an

over

$350,000.

to

display

Spring
Untrimmed

our

attractive line of

MISS S. L.

HOUSEHOLD

When yod need some "Inaurance that Protect·',
I will be glad to hear from you.

PARI8.

$20

Children's

Bonnets.

BURGLARY.

PERLEY

or

are.

and Summer line of Trimmed and

BOILER.

ACCIDENT AND

The Carter Grover mill Is running, also
Eben Barker's. Both mill yards are full

ployed Wesley Riley

these suits

FIDELITY BONDS.
BANK

's·

looking and reasonable

$10, $12, $15, $18

We

ing.

East Waterford.
Mrs. Hiram Holt of North
Waterford have been engaged to carry
on the town farm the coming year.
J. E. Mclntire is in Reading, Mass.,
this week to see bis cousin, Cbas. H.
Mclntire, who suffered a paralytic shock.
G. L. Hilton bas traded hla white
horse for a pair of work horses with
Oscar Kimball of Sweden.
Mrs. Ella Ames is visiting ber daughter, Mrs. Ernest Davis, of Harrison.
Josiab Weeks has been quite insane
for some days. The selectmen bave em-

stylish, elegant.

are

Spring Millinery

LIABILITY.
STEAM

as

will buy a first-class suit, ami you
will be surprised to see how ^ood

there is no remedy
Booth's Pills—25 conta.

AUTOMOBILE.

EMPLOYERS'

satisfaction

economy.

tinguished
in price.

constipation

satisfying

INSURANCE.

piles.

Mr. and

give you

can

as

Our suits

price.

Mrs. Etta Cnmmings is on the sick
list.
Colds are quite prevalent.
Frank Sloan bas bad quite a bad time
with his band, caused by blood poison·

pine, birch,

We

well

Indigestion.

Albany.

of

|

_

J. W. Cummings has a very pretty
Easter lily whioh bis daughter, Mrs.
Harry Bumpus, sent him from Auburn.
The farmers are busy with their wood-

Berlin the past week.
Nellie Laird, who hu been visiting health this spring.
mile was u steep
serious illness of
Clinton Bennett has returned to school New Hampshire by the
Willie Cool idge waa quite aiok for»
So far as known thl. is the largest loud Minnie Pike, has returned home to Milbif grandmother.
»t Bethel.
ton.
few day· last week.
lunded in this stats.
quarter of

"By the fence·, ben and there
Some tnovdrlfu linger still,;

Max,6(h,

Prank Kinnure was in Gorbam and
Berlin, Ν. H., last week.
Mrs. Harry N. Head has been visiting
relatives and friend* in Massachusetts.
James Decoster of Gllead has been
hired to care for Orrison Griffin in the
home of Wesley Dennis.
The working crew in the Whitten &
Dennison post card house grows smaller
as the spring schools open.
is working in
John Rollins, who
Gilead, was in this village last Monday.
M les Lillian Palmer of Norway visited
be performed gratuitously.
her aunt, Mrs. Vienna Holt, last week.
Oeo. H. Barrows has been suffering
Elbert R. Briggs has decided to stay
with rheumatism the past week. At
a while in South Paris, and will work for
this writing he is again able to be out.
the Parie Manufacturing Co.
Mise Inez Swan of Poland is the guest
Charles P. Dennison and wife spent
of Mr. and Mr·. Wm. Glover.
Easter Sunday with his brother, H. \V.
Dennison, and family, in South Paris.
Oxford.
Miss Grace Farwell, one of Poitmaster
annual meeting of the CongregaThe
Dennison's office assistante, went to
tional church and parish was held SaturPortland Monday, and returned Wedday evening under the auspices of the
nesday.
Ladies' Aid at Temperance Hall, with a
Mrs. John B. Murphy bad another ill
attendance.
A. supper of cold
turn Wednesday morning, and a tele- good
meats, salad, pastry, and coffee, was
her
was
for
call
sent
to
Bethel
phone
served, after which the meeting was
family physician.
called to order and the reports from the
John Wood, who was night telegraph
Sunday
church, parish, Y. P. S. C. Ε
operator here through the winter, has School and Ladies' Aid were iead. Harry
been removed to Bethel, and etation
Andrews was chosen trustee but resignagent O'Reilly is again left alone.
ed in favor of Geo. J. Parrott. There
There was an Easter wedding in the
was vocal And instrumental music, songs
home of G. Dana Morrill, his eldest
by Mary Starbird, Mrs. Donning, Verna
daughter, Miss Gladys E. Morrill, and Denning,
Perley French and Ida Stone,
Harlan Bean of Bethel, being united in
with Lulu Stone organist; instrumental
Rev.
G.
L.
marriage by
Baugbart.
music by Leotine Robinson. Rev. Mr.
A copied item in last week's DemoBaldwin has received and accepted a
crat stated that a man in Old Orchard
call to become pastor for the summer
ban in his possession a half cent, dated
and the parsonage is being pre1806. E. R. Briggs of this place has months,
for occupancy.
half cents coined in 1804 and 1806; a pared
met on
The Congregational Circle
half dime made in 1830; a silver threewith Mrs. Ν. T. Frost, and
cent piece dated 1853; an "Eagle" cent Wednesday
Mrs.
J.
with
A.
Holden.
the M. E. circle
made in 1857, and a number of "V"
The funeral of Cyrus Chaplin was held
nickels without the word "cents,1' and
T. A
at his late residence Sunday.
all are in very fine condition. Such
Roberts Post, G. A. R of which be was
coins are scarce, but not classed as rare
a prominent member, and the Relief
and valuable.
Corps, attended. Rev. Arthur Callahan,
a'former pastor, officiated. His bearers
Hebron.
were from his Sunday School clase and
At the special town meeting held four of his old comrades of the 17th
was
A.
A.
Nelson
re-elected
March 29th,
Maine Regiment lowered the body into
as first selectman and also elected as one
the grave. The flowers were many and
of the real estate committee.
beautiful. Music was furnished by the
Ernest Gurney has returned from the choirs of the Congregational and Methwoods where he has been the past win- odist churches.
ter, and will work for W. J. Merrill this
Joseph Robinson is at home from Ansummer.
dover, Mass., and Leon Cash from Bates
with the
Miss Ethel Webbor is spending her College, Jjoth of them 111
vacation with Mrs. J. A. Hibbs.
mumps.
Miss Alma Merrill bas returned home
The village schools opened Monday,
from her sister's.
March 28, with Mr. Dyer principal of
Miss Ellen Glover bas gone to Liver- the high school; Miss Perkins, grammar;
more for a few days.
Miss Akers, intermediate; and Miss
Mrs. E. C. Foster has been spending a Emmons, primary.
few days in the twin cities.
Easter servicee were held Sunday at
Β. N. Stone had tbe misfortune one the Congregational church. The ohurob
day recently to cut off tbe end of bis was decorated with lilies, pinks, jonthumb.
quils, and geraniums. There were speThe Ladies' Circle met Tuesday in the cial Easter exercises In the
Sunday
church parlors.
School.
Schools in town are expected to comThere will be a dance at Robinson
Music
mence April lltb, except No. 5, which Hall Saturday evening, April 0.
will begin April 4th.
by Swastika Orchestra, five pieces. Admission 25 cents each.

Busy

NEW SUITS AND COATS

Joint Breeders' Meeting·

But Beth·).

BockfMd.
Dr. J. C. Caldwell attended a meeting
of the Oxford County Medical Aaaoclation at Meobanlo Fall· Monday.

i

S.
Millinery

PRATT, Designer.

WHEELER,

M.

Fancy Qoods,

and

SOUTH PARIS,

-

MAINE.

Boys' Shoes That Wear
PARENTS

sometimes complain that they
cannot find Shoes that will stand up
under the hard usage of the good healthy,
staving boys. If you are troubled that way, come
here for your shoes.
We have the Little Ripper that never rips ; Youths' $1.50 ;
Boys'$1.75. The Knockabout for $1.75 and $3.00. The».
shoes are made of good «olid leather and thev will wear.
You had better try them.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
NOBj^AY, MAINE.
ξ·™Λ λ

Opera House Block,

Telephono ljp.B.

CASTORIA taiiMnKCHÉ*

TlM min Bill AlwniutH

Xtu Oxford

Serao c rat

Charlie Hardin I.
The

frog·

are

at

Good Will Fin

beginning

on

the! r

I PhUlp
I

C. Bolster Accidentally Killed «
*

Pire Department Orfubtd.
Ι
I Organization of tbe South Pari·

Department for the coming year wai
effected at Engine House Hall Saturda;
Carl S. Brigge ia at home from Tuft I
evening. As made up the department li
Dental College for the vacation.
a· follows:
Sou ill Paria wae sadly shocked ο 1
The Ladie*' Flinch Club metFiida. f
rhlef Engineer—Charles W. Bowker.
First Assistant—Wm. A. Porter.
Saturday by the accidental death ο f
afternoon with Mr·. N. G. Elder.
Second Assistant—Β. M. Dunham.
Philip C. Bolster, son of Mr. and Mr«
Mr·. L. M. Lunt of Lewlston visita ' N.
ΗΟβκ CO. NO 1.
Dayton Bolster, 15 years of age, fron I
lier daughter, Mrs. H. T. Brigge, Sun
the discharge of a shot gun.
Forrman—G-orge F. Eastman.
Assistant Foreman—Harold Gammon,
day.
He was out in the woods with tw< t
Clerk—I. Β Andrew».
L. £. Scruton of Portsmouth, N. U. boys about his age, William Abbott am
Plpeman-William t'ulbert.
Dow.
their
luncl
Assistant Plot man—William Wetherell.
Lafayette
Taking
was in town a short time the lirst of tin J
D. Haynes.
Hydrantmaii—James
with
the
the
I
left
them,
boys
villagi
week.
B. Bennett, Stanley M
Hosemen—Ueorge
about half-past eleven, and went to tb
Whef-ler. Albert P. Abbott, J. Arthur Coller
lien. Jamee S. Wright waa at Skow camp of Ε. N. Haskell, about a mile auc I
Shirley J. Rawson, Gay Cole, George Wetherell
hegan and Augusta on business laai a half as the road goes south of tin ! ;
hose CO. HO. 2.
week.
village.
Philip had provided hirasel j Foreman—W. C. Thayer.
with
some
Assistant Foreman—C. R. Wyman.
shells, and before tbey start
Mr. and Mr·. George H. Cumminge ol
Clerk—R. C. Gray.
ed borrowed the shot gun belot>ging t<
Mechanic Falls were guests at Wirl
Plpeman—W. E. Weston.
William
which he had
•pring

In the School*
An earnest effort to secure the enroll
ment of the teacher· of Maine who an
believers in témperance and temperanci
teaching in the schools is being made bj
the State Department of Scientific Tem
Special pledgt
perance Instruction.
cards, including a promise to faithfnllj
the desired instruction required bj
aw as well as to practice temperanc*
principles, have been prepared and ari
being circulated through tbo medium ol
the \V. C. T. U.
The national superintendent has senl
out a call for 50,000 of these pledge cardi
from the educators in the United Ftatef
to exhibit In Scotland next June at the
World's W. C. T. U. Convention, to show
the attitude in our country towardi
temperance and temperance teaching,
Of thie number it is hoped that Maine
will furnish her share, and the co-opera'
tion of our teachers is desired in this
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and will move from tbe farm the last of
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Abbott,
frequent
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ly used before.
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uttierwtàe connected, ara tonllally In
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Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Hills are changing work.
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T.N.
Ε
and improving their residence on Cottage
Kewley.
Kenney.
,ιο-tlst Church.
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η lay, morning prayermeetlng
Street.
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During the month of March, Donald
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will be transformed Into a dining-room. is the Prize Eesay Contest. This conr n:eetiti»t Wednesday evening
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of
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commenced Monday. The lower grades high schools and colleges. A prize of
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had the gun, and was eating a cuokic
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.tlh Si hool li M. ; Y- P. S. C. Κ ,β:15 P.
Miss Adeline DeCoeter and Miss Doris which remained from his lunch.
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P. M. ; Wednesday even
». er meeting 7 Λ
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essay from either source upon the follow„.
AU are Foster of Norway were Ruests of Miss
Seats free.
••.ver service 7Λ>.
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M., Friday evening.
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Vicente Estrada of Matanzis, Cuba,
The other boys did not at the first
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Saturday; during the who is
r-st and third
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Men demand Abstinence on the part of
onds, realizing that Philip had been Hlckey.
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baDquet was served after the work at their Employees, The Effects of Tobacco.
William Abbott ran across the
Mrs. Gershon P. Bickford of Washing- shot,
P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181.
over a hundred were seated.
which
fields to the village by way of the railThe essay awarded the State Prize will
in·! and fourth Wednesday evening»
The Jail Workshop.
ton, D. C., daughter of the late George
Charles E. Freeman is improving. He
onth.
be forwarded to compete for the National
Mrs. Sarah road bridge, and went to the office of
Hon. Henry D. Hammond of the board has been dangerously sick with pneu
llamlln Lodge, No. 31, meet·* t?ery E. Buck, has been a guest at
A. W. Walker & Son, the nearest point
Prize in the class to which it belongs.
Clark's for a few days.
teeing at Pythian Hall.
of county curamisRioners was at Augus- monia. It is understood that Mr. Freewhere a telephone could bo reached, and
The National prizes are as follows:
ta Tuesday to appear before tbe gov- man contemplate* taking up his home
Paris
in
Portletters
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post told P. M. Walker that Philip had been
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ernor and council relative to tbe matter in Boston, aud going into business with
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then
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scene.
*50 in gold for the best high school
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a
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prison will lose one
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County jail
.Mr». M M. Shorey.
over the
from the grades.
telephone, and men quickly commissioners
of the state, who are If Mr. Fieeman move» away.
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W. O. Krutbiiigliara Thursday
Bijou Theatre.
started for the scene. Dr. Stewart was
It is hoped that the teachers and
"recommending" such an addition, apA game of basket ball was the enterafternoon.
Some of tbe sick ones are beginning the first one to start, and drove ati fast
students in Maine may be interested id
in behalf of such action, and Mr. tainment at the Opera House Friday
peared
and
Ebeu
for
M.
Doble
to get out at;ain.
J.
as possible.
Mr. Bolster, who was staythis plan and that material may be forastika Orchestra will play
I'ie
Hammond, with Hon. James S. Wright evening. The two teams were one from warded
to the State Superintendent so
at Robinson Hall, Oxford, next U. Marshall are on the street in good ing in the house for the day, was soon
a >
as counsel for the county commis*iou- North Waterford, tbe other from Northat an interesting State Contest In one,
weather, and Heurv Perkins is improv- off, and others started at once. Dr.
Sauy evening.
be
ask
the
action
that
to
way. Score 15 to 12 In favor of Norway or
Liitleiield and Dr. Bradbury, who were ers, appeared
ing though not yet out.
all, of the classes may be held. Any
deferred for the present year.
team.
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Grange Hall, Wheeler was
workshop
M· towns last Tuesday.
ί
will be furnished upon requeet to the
only a little behind the built in connection with every jail in tbe town,
South Paris, April 20, at 10 o'clock.
David Flood and wife have returned
others.
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Superintendent, Mrs.
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he South Paris Band, which baa been There will be
from away. Paris
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and
with
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a
visit
already
from
speakers
sons,
they
Eugene
Nothing beyond the fact that the boy state,
Woods, Troy, Maine.
ing nothing for the past few week», Grange will furnish dinner.
such action in some counties by means William Flood, in Farmington, after an Tyler
had been shot was known until the
.'ted practice again last Wednesday
of the law passed by tbe last legislature. ab«ence of some weeks.
John's Letter.
Appomatox Day exercises will be held place was reached. There was nothing Tbe final decision
rvening.
of the matter rests
Donald Partridge will represent Northe Ladiee of tbe G. Α. Κ Saturday that could be done, and Coroner Wheelwere selling for ten cents a
Robins
by
with the governor and council, and it way High School in the prize speakmg
\Irs. C. Ε. Brett returned last weeit
dozen in the markets of a certain Terme9, to which Joshua L. er, after a brief examination into the
in Portland, where evening, April
was for tbat reason that the bearing contest of Maine fitting schools at Waterfr m the hospital
More tban one
Chamberlain Camp, Sons of Veteran·, circumstances, decided that it was clearsee town last montb.
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The speaking is under
was held before them last Tuesday.
15tb.
ville
has been for some weeks, and is and ladiee are
April
invited.
a case of accident, aud that no inquest
hundred and fifty thousand, it is estimatcordially
ly
In behalf of the county commissioners the auspices of Colby College.
ikuigau excellent recovery.
was necessary.
ed, were shot or snared in that vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Cutting went
to have the matter deferred for
E. R. Kneeland has gone to Boston on
Pew boys could be taken out of a com- asking
Λ little later each one of those robins,
M -s Winnie Atwood, who had been
where
while
are
to
tbat
stated
Mr.
Mass.,
ten
this
of
a business trip
they
Lynn,
Saturday
days.
year,
Wright
whose going would cause such
s.
alive, would have been worth more to
r.g her cousin, Wallace B. Strick- to live.
his
Their sons, Harold and Carroll, munity
closed
there was no desire to antagonize the
Bert
livery tbe farmer tban several dozens of them
Black, having
universal sorrow. Philip was 15 years
.■l.l. for a few day*, returned to her are in tbe
employ of the General Electric old last October, and in his first
priHon inspectors, the county bad during business on Greenleaf Avenue, con- were to tbe pot-bunters. No sacrifice
year in the
1 'ne in New Portland Thursday.
Co. at Lynn. Mr. Cutting will work at
been to large expense to templates opening a business in Berlin,
past
year
the high school. He was bright and
of animal life is so wholly indefensibuild a needed addition to the county Ν. H., in the near future.
Β. V. Kuseell is moving from the vil- hie trade as carpenter.
ble as the sacrifice of the robins and
quick-witted, full of life and fond of
> fhe
two hundred cords of !
Kimball
that
and
Frank
Bolster
farm formerly owned by S.
F.
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buildings;
other song birds, says the Youth's Com-1
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At that rate of wholesale
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w
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bought after Mr. King's Ford automobiles which they received Not
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are now doing land Spring for the
season April 1st. slaughter
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less
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employed at the Poland Spring House,
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We are getting to be a lawless set
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The prison inspectors all urged the charge of tbe stables.
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have noticed. Our law makers are about
Votonio, Texas, in the interest of
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the l'a; λ Manufacturing Co.
»nd Mrs W. W. Payne, formerly of this
both as a matter of general policy and of the James Pledge meat market, corner
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the
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annual
The
banquet
deferred until Tuesday because Miss are suspended for the occasion.
when married aud by whom. There
There were a number of surprised was held at Concert Hall Wednesday
All the men connected with the Uni- < Hatch was unable to reach here until
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eventhe
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same was well ilttradM. may
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the way to set a mouse trap? Probably
serve·] η Good Cheer llall Tuesday | Chas. A. Jordan of Dorchester, Mass.,
surprise was due to the faot that a band I Fogg President Susie Walker presided, not. That may come later.
J. WUEKLSK AND 09CAK K.
made up of boys all in their teens, after i and C. F. Ridlon acted as toastmaster.
f this week. Supper at 6:40. j a former resident of this town, died sud- WILLIAM
even
A card from niece Mabel tells tbat abe
BARKOWS ELECTED AS3ES80BS.
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flock Kev. Chester Gore Miller denly in that city on Sunday at the age
only about two months of work, could Some of the speakers were: Rev. M. U has reached her destination, Tryon, N.
io
men
are
a
band
brother
Mr. Jordan was
"do so good a job," a·
w:
are on the subject, "Striking j of 77 years.
Ward, A. H. Mann of West Paris, Frank C. She spent ten days in Washington,
habit of expressing it.
Davie of Mechanic Falls, Rev.Dwight A. and seems to be well
Feat res of the West." A iociable for of Mrs. Ellen Ε Jackson of this village.
House Hall was well filled for the
pleased with what
Engine
Mrs. Jackson with her daughter, Mrs.
That the music used as yet is of a com- Ball of Mechanic Falls, Susie Walker and
the > jung people will follow.
the special village corporation meeting
she has seen thns far. She plans to re!
its
that
and
Charles Kawson, went to Dorchester,
grade,
Albert Fogg of Norway. Very good turn in
of Saturday evening. In addition a paratively simple
May. We bad our outing below
Tf> remains of Mrs. Frances L. Fill-·
Monday afternoon to attend the funeral. number of voters variously estimated at execution is not at all times perfect, is music waa interspersed with the speech Mason and Dixon's line a half century
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be
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to
of course
understood;
making. The evening
Mr. and Mrs. A W. Walker went from nine to fifty were in various places
ago, and it sufficeth us. Grand country
rmerly of Paris, were brought here
prisingly good music is nevertheless
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whole,
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of all—for us.
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'npanied by C. M. Page of Lewiston, Rankin is quite ill with rheumatic fever. "they said" it was going to do—a state- well done.
Danforth Street. Mr. Paige at one time
v»h >se wife Is a niece of Mrs. Fuller, and Mr. Walker remained over Sunday, and ment without authority, but it kept
included seven num- owned the Holmes place.
The
programme
if whose home she bas for some years Mrs. Walker will remain fer a few weeks. some away from the meeting.
Bought your spring suit yet? If not
bers by the band, marches and waltzes, |
H. 0. Stlmson has purchased the uarAfter the firemen's organization had
look at our assortment of ready-made
teen cared for. Mrs. Fuller was 79 years Mr. Walker's mother, Mrs. Walker of |
solos by Lloyd Davis, Alton Cook rlman house on Tucker Street.
cornet
suits. Should you bave ideas of a suit
of age, and had been feeble for a long Browntield, who has been here fora few ι been completed, the corporation meetand Raymond Penfold, clarionet duet by
Ernest L. Turner has moved from the
different than we show you, ask to see
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ime.
Sumner Davis and Charles Cook, cornet Berry place on Paris Street to the Mnrch
land on her way home.
was elected moderator.
our samples of special order suits, made
Gray
duet by Lloyd Davis and Alton Cook, house on Turner Street.
March came in this year like a lamb,
We guarantee
or custom.
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Mrs. J. B. Budden bas been very sick. ready-made
aud went out like a purring kitten.
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satisfaction.
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eonge by Mrs. Flora Stearns was her nurse.
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tiled the street» of South Paris in, dition. The following officers
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with Lumley Castle, Knights of the
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for the two months since it started. commenced on his 25th year for Charles Frank Burnell, a eon.
Collector—John W ( hute.
(j ii;e a lot of spring mud. Nevertheless
29.
March
20, to the wife of
Brownfleld
In
Center,
Director»—J. (fastings Bean, J. E. Murcb, K.
Rehearsals are carefully supervised, and L. Hathaway. He ought to understand Ned Wentworth, a daughter.
aut s have run betweeu this village and
After a little discussion, it was voted
A.
Geo. D. Robertson, Sumuer E. Tuckare
and
the
wife of Walto
absolutely
March
Pam Hill, and on some of the dry est er. Taylor,
the
lumber
smoking
business,
In
26,
surely.
Magalloway,
without division to change the arc light swearing
ter Llttlehale, a daughter.
in connection with them. At
I
fa: us plowing has already been done.
at Hicks1 Crossing into incandescents, prohibited
Notée.
News
Maine
Rev. W. R. Manley and wife are visitpresent the players are as follows:
to be located by the assessors.
W. H. Porter of Norway was in the'
ing South Paris for a few days, on their
Arthur Morgan, leader, cornet.
Married.
About twenty minutes was occupied
D< ι. crat office a few days since to pay
Raymond Penfold, cornet.
way home from India, where they have
The body of a man found floating in
all the business.
h.* ν .ascription, and remarked that if )
cornet.
by
Davie,
Lloyd
spent most of the last thirty years as
the Kenduskeag River at Baogor TuesAlton Cook, cornet.
In Weat Parti, April 8, by Rev. Seth Benson,
• utvil the Sth of May, he will be 1
missionaries in the employ of the Ameri- Strike or No Strike at Rumford?
Mr. Edwin Bonney and Mlaa Kate Reed, both of
Stanley Shurtleff, cornet.
was identified later aa that of Anday
S·*
ars old, and that be has been a subclarionet.
Char)··
Cook,
can Baptist Foreign Missionary Society.
drew Andrews, a woolen spinner, who Sumner.
ser.ber to the Democrat continuously Mrs.
George J. Schneider and others workSumner Davis, clarionet.
In West Beth· 1, March, 27, by Rev.C. L. Bang
Manley is the only daughter of Mr.
had been employed at Skowhegan.
Ernest Dudley, piccolo.
with him, who had been endeavoring
hart. Mr. Harlan H. Bean ana Mies Gladys E.
for t y seven years. There are a large
ing
whose
home
are
at
F.
C.
they
Penley,
Bartlett, French horn.
both of Bethel.
Llewellyn
Morrill,
in
the
Internaworkmen
the
to
du
or
of old subscribers on our list,
organize
No satisfactory canne is assigned for
Murray Blgolow, alto.
staying. She was born and her child- tional paper mill at Rumford, left that
a·
ti ugh the records are not kept so
Herman Woodworth, alto.
the suicide of J. H. Fisher, a prominent
hood was spent in Bethel, but her father
Woodworth, trombone.
Died.
> -th
as
Lewiston business man, who bad been
just how loug they have been hits lived most of his life in or near town last Wednesday. It is announced Herbert
Don Brooks, trombone.
that Schneider went on business, conth< ··*. t is probable that there are few
near Qreenville the past winWlnfleld Brook·, baritone.
lumbering
Mr. and Mrs. Manley
South Paris.
nected with his recent "deportation"
to beat that record. For all hie advancIn South Parle, April 2, Philip C. Bolster, aged
Ralph Andrews, baae.
ter. He shot himself at Greenville Monhave visited this village three times beRae Newton, enare drum.
from the town. It is thought, however,
e«! years, Mr. Porter's faculties are still
he had appeared in good
although
day,
snare drum.
fore, once in the fall of 1879, when, as a that the real reason was the
Whittle,
March 29, Mr·. Frances L., wld
Robert
poor success
health and spirits. He was 64 years ol ow of Granville G. Fuller, aged 79 years. Forunimpaired, and he is always a pleasant newly married couple, they were on their
Harold Merrill, bae· drum.
he was having in organizing the men.
man to meet.
Jone*,
of Parts.
cymbal·.
Pbll'p
merly
age.
way to India for the first time. They
In Lewlston, March 29, George E. Buck of
President J. T.Carey, of the United
A fairly good audience was in attends'· wart Edward
White's story, "The were here also at the beginning and Brotherhood of
At Madison Wednesday Michael Mmh- South Pari», aged 63 years.
of America,
Papermakrrs
the
and
ance
applauso
evening,
Friday
In East Stoneham, Marrh 25. \aufthn Nutter.
the
in
anK..> inn," is completed in this issue of close of their first furlough,
arrived at Rumford Falls Saturday, and was generous. The total receipts wero rol gave his own life to save that of
In Weit Fryeburg, March 25, Paschal Β
th* Democrat, and from all we hear has spring of 1838, and the fall of 1890.
of the Great Northern Hutchlnf, aged 05 years.
other
employe
on Sunday issued a strike order on his
B
net sum of 135.60, after
and
the
$43.13,
a
see
A stick of dynamite
In North Lovell, March 15, Benjamin P. Wilgood many changes, own responsibility. It is not known
gi> ·ο much pleasure to the readers. Naturally they
all bills were paid, was deposited in the Paper Company.
son, aged f3 years, 5 months, 15 days.
Our next serial, to begin io a week or not only in the town, but in the people
whether the men will regard the order Paris Trust Co. to the credit of Lumley had been prepared to loosen a huge pile
In Lovell, March 13. Joslah D. Hatch, aged 65
tw
will be "The Stowaway,'' by Louis themselves, for a good many people can as
uf pulp logs in the mill yard and the years, 3 months, 17 day a.
any force, but it seems to be Castle Band.
having
or
move
die
In Hiram, March 27, Mrs. Eliza (Chadboume)
away >n twenty-two years. the
fuse had been lighted when Mufshrol
Tracy. The Tracy stories are designed
general opinion that they will not go
widow of Nathaniel Warren Adams,
to furnish
noticed that the yard team and driver Adams,
enjoyment to the readers, and Three of their children, who bad to be out.
The East Dlxfield Fire.
aged S5 years.
that s what this one will do. It will left in this country for their education,
bad not left the danger zone. He gathAt Livermore Falls the situation reof
the
on
Fire at East Dixfield,
night
not exceed in interest "The Wings of were here in South Paris for the sumered the dynamite stick, intending to
mains without much change, part of the
Friday, March 25, caused a serious loss.
exthe Morning," by Tracy, which was pub- mer vacation on two or three occasions. men
out and a part of the ma- It started around the chimney in the throw it to one aide, when the cap
being
lished □ the Democrat some time since One of these, Emerson B. Manley, who chines
strike
blowing off both bis hands and
ploded,
being
by
running
kept
and
burned
H.
of
W.
house
Hildretb,
head.
—it would be hard to accomplish that— is serving on board the U. S. S. Kansas, breakers. There seems to be a
great his liouse, stable and store, with quite a 'severely injuring the aide of hisdid not
but it will at least come a close second was here a year ago on a visit of a few
For some reason the dynamite
as to what the strike is about,
and
stable
of
fogginess
the
house
of
stock
goods,
hours
to it. Watch for the opening of the days to bis grandfather. Mr. and Mrs. and
nobody bas yet given a clear expla- C. D. Wbittemore, and the buildings of explode. Mushrol died threeHe was
from his injuries.
Manley will be leaving for the West in a nation of it.
story.
at afterward
last
named
the
Mr.
belog
Sampson,
and
few days to visit their children
about 35 years old and leaves an aged
The premium list fur the 1910 oxsome distance from the others, and fired
other relatives.
mother and two small ohildren.
Oeorge E. Buck.
hib tion of the Oxford County Agriculby sparks. It was only by the hardest
tural Society has been issued, containA Distinguished Visitor.
George E. Buck, who had gone to the kind of work by a bucket brigade and
BOLSTER DISTRICT.
ing a larger number of illustrations than
hospital at Lewiston a few days earlier, hand force pumps that the Grange Hall
His Grace, tbe Archbishop of Westever before.
Freeland Cummings plowed his garden died there last Tuesday evening. Death and many other residences were saved.
The officers and division I
minster, head of the Roman Catholic
was due to diabetes, with which he had The total loss is at least 18000, partly insuperintendents are the same as last | last Thursday, the last day of March.
Church in Great Britain and suite, have
for a number of years, be eared.
affected
year
Committees are not announced,
been
C. B. Foster of Everett, Mass., was a
signified their intention of attending the
but are to be chosen bj the division
to Sooth Paris some nine years
Eucharistie Congress that will be held in
guest atJ.S. Brown's a few days last coming
SAVED FROM THE GRAVE.
since to be under thp care of a physician.
superintendents. The dates of the fair week.
Montreal next September. It is probare :>ept. 13, 14 and 15.
"I had about given up hope, after
Entries in the |
Mr. Buck was born in Gorham, Ν. H.,
Q No itomach doting—breathe thepleasant,
able that His Grace will be accompanied
races lose
Miss Eva Swett is passing her Easter sixty-three years ago, and the remains nearly four years of suffering from a seSept. 6, and all other entries
the Duke of Norfolk, tbe leading lay
healing,
germ-killing ail o( Hyomei, and cure
by
β p. si. Monday night, Sept. 12. vacation at the home of her parents, Mr. were taken to that place, where the vere lung trouble,1' writes Mrs. M. L.
of the Roman Catholic Churob in
bead
CATA11H. COUGHS. COLDS, C100F.
(iranife exhibits, and exhibits not com- and Mrs. W. H. Swett.
funeral was held Thursday afternoon, in Dix, of Clarksville, Tenn. "Often the England.
SORE THIOAT. MOMCHITIS. ITC.
of Masons, of pain in my chest would be almost unof
Gorham
pel ng for premiums, most be in place
Lodge
charge
this
While in Canada,
distinguished
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Cummings of
was a member.
and I could not do any work,
be
bearable
by noon of the first day of the fair. The Buckfield have
which
Hamilvisit
at
will
Toronto,
Ottawa,
passed the past week
party
Ç Complete outfit, including hard rubber inpremiums do not show much increase in
At an early age he went on the Grand but Dr. King's New Discovery has made
Extra
the home of their father, Freeland
ton, Niagara Falls and other important
haler, $1.00, on money-back
beet
the
was
It's
a
and
a
new
as
me feel like
fireman,
Trunk Railway
person.
amount, but the classes are more exbottles 50c. Druggist* everjrwbent and bj
places.
Cummings.
the
and
soon
the
as
for
throat
as
made
of
an
tensive than in any previous year.
medicine
Inogs."
engine
given charge
His Grace has accepted tbe invitation
CO.
rule· would allow. For thirty-five years Obstinate ooughs, stubborn oolds, bay extended by President Chas. M. Hays, F. A. SHURTLEFF A
BISCOK DISTRICT.
The Euterpean Club holds its April
he was an engineer on the road, leaving fever, la grippe, asthma, croup, bronchi- for himself and suite to be the guest of
School begins in the Biscoe District It about ten years ago.
meeting this Monday afternoon with
tis and hemorrhages, hoarseness and tbe Grand Trunk on their Canadian
NOTICE,
with the same teacher.
Mrs. Burnham. The
yield quiokly to this tour.
Mr. Buck was an honorable, upright whooping
programme is a Monday,
The subscriber hereby give· notice that she
miscellaneous one, and is expected to be
noted by bit wonderful medicine. Try it. 50o. and
executrix of the last
it
ia
and
been
baa
especially
in
appointed
machine
duly
a
man,
is
There
gasoline sawing
one of the best of the club's sea&oo.
Mason's Mill Burned at Upton.
heard to saj 91.00. Trial bottles free. Guaranteed by
will and teatament of
It
this district sawing up the farmers' friends that be was never
late of roiter,
T.
EDWIN
EDGKCOMB,
is as follows:
h< F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
The saw and dowel mill of L. L In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
an unkind word of any one, and that
wood piles.
R 11 call—current musical events.
at Upton waa burned last Wed
as the law directe. AU persons bav
baa frequently been known to leave a
Mason
bonds
Brahms
rlacuuuartet—Slavonic Dance·
wen
The town farm has fed and lodged 46
Edgar J. Riker has been at the head ol nesdav. It was valued at 14000 and was lng demands against the estate of aald de
company where goaslpy tongues
Mrs. Burnham, Mr#. Brtckett,
of the Hill
oeaaed are desired to preaent the same for settle
tramps in the year just- ended. Not a wagging, because be did not like thai : the blacksmith department
Insured for 9*2500.
Mr·. Wheeler. Mrs. BrtxiT·
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested tc
Manufacturing Company of Lewiston
vocal solo—"Th* Monotone,"
Cornelius bad year for tramps.
kind of conversation.
make payment Immediately.
of
two
with the exception
THE BLOOD
since
OF
CALL
1853,
THE
Mrs. Wliaon.
March 16th, 1910. LIZZIE H. EDQECOMB.
Gershot
Mrs.
one
leaves
He
daughter,
n&ao «cxiette—" Bal lata Β
There will be meetings in the Bisooe
It is believed this long term ol
Blsxarta."
In
C.
D.
years.
And·
voice
of
Bickford
P.
for
pimples,
furthei
until
Washington,
purification,
school house every Sunday
Pagnoncelll
In
othei
be
cannot
any
service
duplicated
NOTICE.
Mrs Urav, Mrs Morton, Miss Jackson,
bolls, sallow complexion, a jaundiced
notice. AH are cordially invited.
Socialist Convention.
manufacturing establishment in New look, moth patches and blotches on the In the District Court of the United Statea for th<
valley. Mr·. Wheeler, Ml** Thayer.
ν
In
York
New
In Bankruptcy.
was
born
Maine.
Abt
He
of
District
wll
1
i1 lrt2~"An*er· I.ullaby,England.
The Socialists of Oxford County
■kin,—all signs of liver trouble. But In the matter of
Business Notices.
Burohatn, Mr·. Smiley, Mr·. Wilton,
μι.
1833.
)
meet In maas convention at the resident ι City In
Dr. King'· New Life Pills make rich red
i"**» luet—Intermexfo from CavJOSEPH H. 80UVINEY, } In Bankruptcy
•Uerla Hu ticana,
clear skin, rosy cheek·, floe
of A. D. Parmenter in Norway on Wed
Maacagol
of
give
)
blood;
Rumford,
Bankrupt.
Mr* Morton, Mr·. Brig*·.
Don't take up your oarpets this spring
ι
2*
v,
<*•1 octette, with four han<i
To the creditors of Joseph H. Souvlney, in th
Medium underwear, grades 60 cents, nesday, April 6, to nominate candidate! » Hire our Allen Vacuum Cleaner at 1( t complexion, health. Try them.
!
acc impanl
"
for oounty officer·, to elect delegates t<
cents at the pharmacy of F. A. Shurtlefi County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
F. H. Nojes Co.
Gade 75 cents, 11.00.
'Approach of Spring
that require
kind
The
hour.
Notice is hereby given that on the Sod day υ
cents
r
a
per
elect
to
Mrs.
count;
stake convention,
& Co.
Soye·, Mr·. Wheeler,
u, I'eich·
wa
shirts the
M!«s
Apr., A. D. 1910, the said Joseph H. Souvlney
Thayer. Mrs. Smiley, ML. ToJSpring hats, cap·. HathawayWe catei committee, and to elect two member· ο [ only one perion to operate. It will sur
abjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrn
duly
m»n, Mr·. Buroham, Mr·. Mortoa.
1
amount you oao clean li
the
to
in good variety.
be
attended
should
Tour
held
at
tli
be
yoo
will
creditors
hosiery
his
prise
of
olothing
fancy
oommlttee.
meeting
tbe state
Hrtws *l"J«ck·00
two or three hours. Saves your temper We olean, repair, press
clothing ai office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, Soutl
to your wants. F. H. Noyes Co.
▲. D. 1910, a
of
SOth
the
on
Parts,
Apr.,
day
F.
H.
M,se Jsckion.
Noyes Co., agents.
reasonable prloes. Agent for dye an< 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time th
Pi«n..
ι..
^
Woods fires are beginning to get ii ι too.
riaao *ulo—from
Dr. George M. Whibley, osteopatbii >
Heethovca,
weeks earlie r
said creditors may attend, prove their claim
oleanslng boose. F. H. Noyes Co.
of 884 Congress St., Portland their work a number of
Mrs. Burubaxu.
v.—.
that
the
Hun
physician,
are
pleased
on Georg<
Sportsmen
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, am
*>lo—"The Slumber Boat,"
Gayaor Maine, winhe* to announce that he wll I than usual this spring. One
transact such other business aa may proper.;
shor
a
introduced
Cough
lUipla|
Htcklai,
partridges,
MIssTolman
garian
the other day burned a sum
v.,
i„
Island
ever;
town
aald meetlnr.
Norway,
House,
»fc>.la
Baal's
the
sel» Select»!.
be at
into the state, appear to bi can be broken up quickly by Allen's Lung Bal cone before
> mer cottage in the oourse of Its sweej ι, time ago
South Parts, Apr. 9,1910.
Chronii
8.
ι
soli
1
been
Ml·»· Swett.
earn. This old, reliable remedy has
Friday, beginning April
Τ·η....
acclimate*
have
beoome
to
and
WALTER L. β RAT,
ι
oonaiderabl thriving
•
tor over 40 yean. Ask your druggist about It.
orK*n—Wrmnd Fantasia,.. .Coop disease· a specialty. Hoars, 9 A. M. U > and was extinguished with
Referee In Bankruptcy.
*r»· Brtckett,
to their new country.
firs. Bridge, Mrs Morton,
tf
difficulty.
Mr·, y raj, Mis· Thayer. 4p.m.

SOCTHPARIS.

song.

INSTANT

DEATH

FOLLOWED

THE

Dit κ

CHAHOE OF A SHOT GUN IN HIS HANDS.

—

f;ive

BLUE STORES.

Notice of Sale of Heal Estate
by Administrator.

This Is to give notice that pursuant to a lioenM
from the Probate Com In and for the County ol
Oxford, which waa Issued on the Third Tueaday
of September. 1909,1 shall sell at public sale, on
the premises In Aodover, at ten «'clock In
the forenoon, of Saturday, May 7th, 1910, the
following described real estate of Charles W
Hodgman, late of nald Andover, deceased, to
wit:—certain real estate situated In the sou b
part of Andover and bounded and described ai
follows:—On tbesouth aide starting at a stone
on tbe we*t bank of tbe Kills Blver near an elm
tree; from there westerly to stone poat and on
the same course to the road and then a weaterly
course to a pine tree on the Heater line on Β
range line; then on said Β range line northerly till
It comes to land of Ingslls Bragg: then easterly on
the line between me (Hiram L> Abbott) and aald
Bragg to the road, a fence on the line part of the
way; thence on the easterly aide of toe county
road on the line of tbe fence between my (dlram
D. Abbott's) land and Georre Hutchlne to a
cedar post In the f< nee; then down aald river aa
It used to run twenty-live years ago or more, to
the place of beglnnlnfr; It being tbe same farm
where Hiram D. Abbott once lived and the aame
John
place where my (H. D. Abbott's) father
Abbott formerly realded, with aome alteration
of tbe aide lines and containing one hundred
and flfty acres, more or leas.
WM. H. CALDWELL,
Administrator of (be e tate of Charles W.
Hodgtnan, late of Andover, deceased.

High Quality is a
Strong Argument.

A

Our fixed determination to make "QUALITY" foremost, has l>een one of the reasons of our success as clothiers.
We believe our customers realize the importance of
TRUSTWORTHY MERCHANDISE, and their liberal
and encouraging patronage convices us THAT QUALITY
RATHER THAN PRICE, is the success of every substantial business.

è

very enthusiastic this
we are

..

f°Ned

»

—

.,

j

·.

your eyes.
I HAVE HANDLED all known forms
of Eye-strain.
REMEMBER MY 20 YEARS' EXPERI-

showing.

are to Spend Some of Your Money
Why not look
Clothing Store Very Soon.

a

us

overP

The American

Vacuum Cleaner
is

of the Best Machines
the Market. We have

one

on

Auction

them in stock.

SALE OF^REAL ESTATE
-ON—

M.,

ALBERT D. PARK, Trustee.

14

AUCTION !
If you have anything
you wish sold at my
next auction, April 16,
I would like your list
before Friday ε iternoon of this week,
u
A.JD. PARK

$25.00.

Price

Wednesday, April 6th, 1910,

of sale.

Norway.

CLOTHIERS.

South Paris.

OPTOMETIUST.

I shall sell at public auction, all the
Equity, Annie L. Holmes, formerly
owned in and to tbe house and lot on
Sale on the
Fair Street, in Norway.
Terms Cash. A statement
premises.
of claim on said property made at time

CO.,

NOYES

H.

F.

ENCE.
SAMUEL RICHARDS,

AT 2 P.

We are
garments

You

in

Eye Troubles.

your Eyes?
I OFFER YOU FREE a most thorough
and perfect testing and examination of

at it· best.
to the merit of the

while it is

season as

With the agency of such makes as KIRSCH Β AUM'S
and ADLER'S COLLEGIAM clothes, together with the
pick of several other make of Reputation Suits and Rain
Coats we have reasons of confidence.

..

Your

are

inspect our assortment

and

•.

I BELIEVE that a satisfied customer's
personal recommendation ie tbe biggest and most solid advertisment that
I can bave.
IT IS THIS kind of advertisement tbat
has built my reputation and extensive
b usi πθθ8
THIS IS THE CAUSE of my 20 ye-trs'
steady and continued success in South
Paris. Those who were my first customers are still ray friends.
WOULD YOU LIKE my opinion about

Very Desirous of
Having You Call

We

We also rent them—$1.00 per day ; 10 cts. per
hour. No charge less than 50 cts. Call and
see them.
a Machine and do your own and your

Buy
neighbors' cleaning.

N.

Dayton Bolster Co.

Dog Collars Marked Free!
must collar

The law says you

I have

with'name and number.

a

your clog and have it marked
very

large

dog

assortment of

collars and I mark them while you wait free if you

buy

of

James N. Favor, sSiSSSS"""
91

daughter,}

Main

St.,

Norway, Maine.

|

CHECKING ACCOUNTS

j

FOR

ligAaron'paige

H°Miss

P°rtla.nd·,

1SIneLewleton,

J

tocur*

Catarrh
plan.

cough,

All sensible people are putting their
furs and winter wraps away this year
Safely protected from moths with

A checking account la ■ great
convenience for women, a· It
furnishes an accurate record of

η

household and general es·
The returned check Is
always a good receipt for every
penses.

because they are the most reliable and
Convenient to use and only need to
be placed in the folds of the clothing,

I

flannels and placed in Bureaa
Drawers, Trunks or Closets, or even
wrapped in paper, and your worry is
over. Their increasing sale from year
to year with us has proved them to
be absolutely reliable and dependable.
You will do the sensible thing b*
putting your goods away this year with
or

bill

paid.

We invite your

I
9

patronage.

TRUST COMPANY,
SOUTH

RED CEDAR FLAKfS,
10

*

A
Rthe

Red Cedar flakes
furs

WOMEN

PARIS.

MAINE.

CENTS PER PACKAGE
At

the Pharmacy of

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
SOUTHjPARIS. MAINE.

New

One-piece Dresses.

dresses in stripes, checks and all the plain colo*
We have a most complete line of wash
are of the "Domestic" make
These are made in the desirable one-piece style. They
A personal inspection can only do them credit
insures good fit and workmanship.

ONE PIECE HOUSE DRESS of very

ONE PIECE HOUSE DRESS of figured Print, gathered at shoulders to give
It.00

ONE PIECE

gored

White

skirt closes at left side front.

background

with blue or green

11.00

stripes,

elewe of heavy
torchon
lace,

ONE PIECE HOUSE DRESS of black
and white checked Lawn with white

also

bias band down front. Collar,
yoke and front plait piped with red.
Very
Skirt closes at left side front.
11.25
neat,

ground,

with

Full skirt closes at

Comes in white

checks,

ground

ed

ers

of tn:k« down entire front.

French

comes

Id

urn-over

collar is

edged

with

The

Swiss

plail»

Dray, made with fancy panel in front and
back. Front panel buttons'tbrough at

left side with large pearl button·. Tuck·
ed yoke and cuffs. Between tbe panel·
ire deep side pleats with plain yoke and
tucked section. Comes in cadet, light
blue and tan,
#2.76

Gingham, in
and. whit· check,

ONE PIECE DRESS of

blue and white or black

deep tucks front and back.
good·, piped with white, form
pretty yoke effect. Skirt is made with
age atyle.
inverted plait· forming
panel front.
It come· in
Sides are formed with yoke portions and
cadet, light
kilted bottom,
12.98
blue,bine, graj. deep
ONE PIECE DRESS of plain Gingpink and lavenin blue and tan, made with panel
93 98 ham,
der,
front and back tastily trimmed with the
contrasting colors down .front, and on

left side.

and

two

in front. Sides
made in Ifoyen-

with colurdri
|150

large

has

inverted

color. Wide Gibson tnck over shoulder,
deep tucked cuff. Very full gored skirt
Closes in back. Comes in cadet, light
blue and linen,
fl.ft
a

with white.

Skirt

DRESS OF PERCALE, made with
fancy panel down entire front, piped and
trimmed with buttons of contrasting

We also have

trimmed
tab· of

Dre·*
good·.
very neatly pip

ONE PIECE HOUSE DRESS of Lawn,
has round neck, tucked in front, has
plaits of same trimmed with pearl
buttons. Buttons through bias plate in

|/ront.

quality

(like
imbroidery. Sleeves are full and have
cut) of plain ieat buttoned cnff. Dress closes in
Chatnbray pret- front with pearl buttons. Extra fall
tily made with ilcirt has deep hem. Tbe splendid
shoulder tuck»
wearing qualities of the material make
ami
in front
t a very desirable selection,
12.50
Insert*
back.
ONE PIECE DRESS of plain Cham·
front and
in
DKKSS

ONE PIECE HOUSE DRESS of striped Lawn, the front, cut on the bia*, is
gathered into a shoulder yoke. The
band.
square neck is finished with bias
Tbe

Percale,

ine

>retty striped patterns or plain cadet
)lue. Waist is tucked with eight clos-

The well shaped five gored
fullness.
skirt buttons at the left side front.
Conies in dark colors,

*

made with
Bands of

Buttons down front
cuffs and collar.
with self-covered buttons.
Deep kilted
12 08
tlounce,

new

These
assortment of Children's Dresses.
The best values

Lawns, Ginghams, Percales and Poplins in white and colors.

made of
have ever

are
we

shown.

..

NORWAY,

—

I

IBukl·!,

MAINE.

The Land of
Puzzledom.

TRUE'S
ELIXIR

V- «

IS1MIIS1U3

A\akts

a

No.

sturdy boy of

healthy

a

High up I perch or on the ground.
The world I do not heed
Until some horrid monsters come
And break my house for greed.

onward into athletic
builds strong, virile manhood on
youthfuloldvigor and crowns a long life with
happy
age.
Why? Because it keeps bodily functions healthy
and active. Take it for that foe of health constipation. It relieves biliousness; restores lost appetite;
strengthens a weak stcnu.±; stqriies tired nerves;
gives a clear head ar.d an cpthr.istic outlock to anyIt's been in use
one, and everyone, who takes it
three generations and more people use it to-day
do you wonder ?
than ever before

baby; helps the boy

youf'i:

My walls are down—I He exposed.
The horrid monsters grin.
They eat me raw, roast, boll me till
I shrivel In my skin.

Every ingredient in Truc's Elixir is selected for
m Jietnal valu; and absolute freedom from
The comdeleterious properties or i.Tpuritie*
pounding is don with the strictest care.
mat

"Keeps you and your children well"
Sold by all rfrtirute

SOe.

35c.

—ft 00.

Auburn.

tDN. J. F. TRUE * CO.,

F. Ο. B. DETROIT.

But If you try to read tbem 'tis absurd.

SEAT AND TOOL BOX. $20

EXTRA

READ WHAT THE BRUSH HAS DONE

and
In the 1909 Glidden tour the Brush covered the 2636 miles in IS day*
of
finished in good shape in Kansas City—a lot more than can be «aid of some
the big cars.
It climbed Pike's Peak in eight hours, every inch of the way under its own
Continent.
power. It crossed the American
In the 1909 New York One-gallon Fuel Test, the Brush made 40.6 miles on
In the Buffalo contest, it made 41.2 miles on one gal·
one gallon of gasoline.
Ion. This means less than 3-8 of a cent a mile for fueL

Some

THE PORTLAND CO.

shrubs

and

vines

for

years

had

grown
in α stony, rocky place.
And now their roots were sadly cramped.
How should they get more space?

PORTLAND, MAINE

STATE OF MAINE AGENTS

a council and agreed
A certain roc κ to spilt
With powder or with dynamite.
Could they but manage It.

They called

"But who will drill the holes?" was asked
("1 fear we are but fools!")
The grapevine will, of course." said one.
"It always has the tools."

No. 875.—Pictured Word.

TOURING CAR,

Delivered Ready

to

UJU

$975.00.

Price,

«

Use.
Gas

INCLUDES Magneto, Top, Wind shield, Speedmeter,
Generator, 3 Oil Lamps, Tools, Tire Repair Kit.

Lamps,

AUTOMOBILES.

FORD

HAVE

WE

consisting of Touring Cars and Roadsters

What word Is represented?

CARLOAD

A
on

No. 876.—Charades.
1.

My flrst you take when Journeying;
My second will a luster bring;
My whole a sage profound, who flings
Contempt at superficial things.

exhibi-

tion in the Frothingham Store, Pine St., South Paris.
Come in and look them

IL

over.

RIPLEY & FLETCHER,
P. F.

M. O.

RIPLEY. Paris Hill.

FLETCHER.

Soft is my first, used every day;
A finger well may dent It.
Not so my second: In no way
Have men yet even bent It.
My whole the world has served full well
In days now long gone by.
▲t church. In sleigh, the old folks tell.
In bed as well 'twould He.

Agents.

South P*rU.

STANDARD
SEWING

—Youth's Companion.

No.

South Paris.

YOU WILL FIND A GOOD LINE OF

ROBES

AND BLANKETS,
TRUNKS and BAGS

W. O.
SOUTH

AT

PRICES

Frothingham's,

MAINE.

PARIS.

LOVERS OF MUSIC
will find perpetual pleasure
No musician
from our perfect pianos.
but admires them; no one but is
interested in the price.
%

We will give you

at the same time.

SOUTH

PARIS.

and

save"you

A

TOLMAN

E.

C.

quality

money

COMPANY.
MAINS.

....

.SASE1

When in want of anything in

our

MIND!

in

Keep

line·

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

give us

a

Builders' Hardware,

House Paints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,

Recently

WE SELL

Our

Sheathing Paper,

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Favor.
automobilist ran down
ind killed a ben. He was a conapienJous automobilist. Instead of racing
dong, unmindful of tbe grief of tbe
>wner of that hen, he immediately stop>ed, got out, tenderly pioked up tbe unortunate fowl and rang the doorbell of
of
be farmhouse from tbe vicinity
vhioh It bad emerged. A woman openid tbe door.
An Unintentional

call.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,
Turpentine,

Brushes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
paints include Impervious, Heath Λ Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

|i

an

"I am very sorry to inform you," re·
oarked tbe automobilist, "that I have
inintentionally killed this hen of yours."
J le held up tbe fowl to her view. "Now,
1 am quite willing to pay whatever tbe

aloe—"
Bat abe cheoked him with this joyous
xclamation:
try imitations.
"Oh, I'm ao much obliged to yon. I've
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts, t «en trying to catch that ben for three
it for dinner, and I never
Regular size· of doors in stock. Have yoor veranda screened In. ays to cook
oald so much as lay a hand on the
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
If eaky thing. Thank yoa, air; thank
on."
wheelbarrows.
class
Call
and
first
see them.
a
few
have
Wheelbarrows—We

Paroid

Booflug—The beet of all

roofings.

THK TIME TESTED KIND.

Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We sell
best for automobiles and

Don't

"Colombia Ignition Batteries" tbe I

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM &

SON,

CBEAMED HOR8EBADISH.

is delicious. To make it use a cupful of freshly grated horseradish, a teaspoonful of
salt, and one each of mustard and sugar,
with half a saltspoonful of white pepper
and a dash of cayenne and two tablespoonfuls of vinegar all well mixed.
When ready to serve, add a cupful of

Creamed horseradish

sauce

CAPEB BUTTEB FOB BOILED FISH.

Grind five capers through a meat chopper, using the finest plate, then place in
a bowl and add five tablespoonfuls of
creamed butter, a saltspoonful of fine
salt and a little cayenne pepper; blend
all well together and serve with the fish.
OBAPE FRUIT SHEBUET.

Cut six grape fruits in halves, carefully remove the seeds, then the pulp,
pick out all the white skins and press the
pulp through a sieve. Boil two and a

half cupfuls of sugar with ono of water
five minutes, atir into this boiling syrup
a tablespoonful of gelatine which has
been soaked iu cold waier, add the
pulp and cool. -When perfectly cold
freeze.

fruiL

PEB8IÀN DESSEBT.
A delightful concoction comes to
a

us

from Persia. The seoret of its piquancy
is easy to obtain and nothing more delicate and refreshing could be imagined.
He foundation is a partly frozen plain
lemon sherbet, to this is added equal
quantities of finely chopped figs, dates,
Serve in thin
nut meats and raisins.
glasses having whipped cream on the
top of each, decorated with pieces of conserved ginger.
CBLBBY

WITH MAYONNAISE.

At an Informal luncheon during the
meat course in front of each of us a butter plate of heavy mayonnaise was placed and then celery was passed. We all
followed the example of our hostess,
dipped the stalks into the dressing just
as if it were salt, and were delighted
with the result. Not only did the combination taste well, but It would do
away with a separate salad course if one
wanted to save time and trouble.
COCKTAIL SAUCE.

There is no better sauce for oyster
cooktail than this, made from the following ingredients: Two tablespoonfuls of
tomato catsup, one tablespoonful of
Worcestershire sauce, the juice of onehalf a lemon, one tablespoonful of horseradish, a suggestion of salt and three
drops of tobasco eauce. Place the washed and chilled oysters on cocktail glasses,

covering with this

BPANI8H

sauce.

DAINTIES.

Take si* large and perfect apples, core
them and etew until the skin can be
easily removed. When peeled, dip each
And has no power of choice.
apple in clarified butter, roll in sugar,
then in shredded cocoanut, and fill the
Verbal Arithmetic.
hollow left by the core with ohopped
the
From to whirl h round take oat
dates and raisins. Bake In slow oven
•ppcslte of out, add oue. aud theu add until sugar sparkles.
hot as large and have without space.
CBY8TALLIZKD ΟΒΑΝΟΕ8.
Anstver.—Words: Spiu, ace, less; take
Oranges may be crystallized in differout in," leaves spaceless.
ent ways. The simplest fashion is to
peel them carefully, remove every bit of
white pith, cut them crosswise into thin
Key to Puzzledom.
Beat the
No. 863.—Letter Chaudes: Boat, bat; slices and remove every seed.
whites of two eggs until they are no
coat, cat; float, flat; «oat. gat; moat,
longer stringy, dip the orange slices in
mat; oat. at; toat, tat.
until they are well coated, then dip them
No. 804.—Quulnt Deletion: Palate, ioto
powdered sugar. Let dry and replate, pate, ate, at, a.
peat. These should not be propared
No. 805.—Easy Word Squares:
long before they are to be eaten. Another way is to divide the orange (small
COMB
MART
sweet ones are best) into sections, remove the seeds carefully, and dip each
section into a rich syrup made with one
Β
Τ
11
I
Β
R
Α
Β
and one-half cupfuls of granulated sugar
and one cupful of water. Let them dry
Τ
A
Β
Τ
TARD
on waxed paper, and dip a second and
No. 80β.—Anagram: Indian summer.
The last
even a third time If wished.
March-ed.
1.
Words:
No. 867.-Broken
time before they are quite dry roll them
4. May- lightly in a mixture of chopped Malaga
3. And-lrons.
2. Winds-all.
bloom. δ. Sun-dry. β. Make-peace. 7. raisins and powdered pecans.
Ô. And8. White-Ned.
Clothee-llno.
BAISIN MABMALADE.
ante. 10. Maids-toue. 11. Dun-fleh.
Paie six large tart cooking apples and
March wlnas and May sun
put them over a slow fire with the juice
Make clothes white and maids dun.
of one lemon, one-half pound of sugar,
ta
Tomorrow
No. 868.—Code Rebus:
two and one-half pound· of raisins cut
Words: Tow. rather fine and water enough to keep
tbe reaping of today.
from burning. Cook until they are all
fort. ogre. hop. tie. da lay. Roman.
Put
tender and easily broken
up.
a sieve and mold In preserve
through
All the good qualities of Ely's Cream glasses.
Balm, solid, are found In Liquid Cream
APPLE BLANC MANGE.
Balm, which la Intended for uae in
a wonderful
atomizers. That it la
Make rather a thin sauce of a half
remedy for Nasal Catarrh is proved by dozen finely flavored apples, sweeten
an ever-increasing maaa of testimony. It slightly, and thicken with two heaping
doe· not dry out nor rasp tbe tender air- tablespoonfuls of corn starch smoothed
passages. It allays tbe inflammation in milk. Pour into molds, the mixture
and goea straight to tbe root of the dis- being just thiok enough to stiffen but
Obstinate old cases have yielded not to harden. Serve cold with whipease.
in a few weeks. All druggists, 75c., in- ped oreatn and powdered sugar. If decluding spraying tube, or mailed by Bly sired, lemon or any preferred flavor may
be added.
Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

REASONABLE

1.

of Accent

IL
To get one so enraptured
With eye or form or voice;
That one Is wholly captured

Send for Catalogue.

AT

877.—Change

Behold the door, the gate, the way;
It may Invite. It may repel.
It may be open all the day
Or may be like an oyster shell.

MACHINES.

HARNESS,

Cook and cool » quart of beets and
then obop them. Chop a quart of raw
whitecabbage. Mix the two and add a
capful of grated horaeradlab, a capful
of sugar, a little salt and pepper. Stir
thoroughly together and pour over the
mixture enough cold vinegar to oover it.
Put in preserving jars and set away
for several days to more thoroughly mix,
it will then be of a deep red oolor, and
its toothsomeness must be sampled to be

CHIS

"What you want to do," said tbe man
'ho gives advioe, "Is to go straight
bead, looking neither to the right nor
> the left"
"It doean't always wort," answered
le y oath who takes everything literally;
*
that*· how I gol loat in Boston."

Oncle

I

Sam's
wars with an Indian nation as

war
cruel and
like as tbe Apaches. but of fai
greater numbers
and higher Intel-

They

ligence.

the Sloui
Dacotab

were

or

tribes
what
a

century ago known

inhabiting
hall

was

as

the

great

northwest.
As early as tbe war of 1812 the
Sioux took up arms against tbe United
Suites in tbe letter's struggle wltn
Great Brltaiu. Ijiter tbe tribes were
pacitied uud treaties were signed. In
1837 tbe Dacotahs ceded to us all their
lauds east of the Mississippi river for
missionaries at
our
and
$300,000.
about the same time went out to eduAs
cate and generally uplift them.
pioueers begun to fill up tbe middle

west tbe Sioux in 1851 sold Uncle
Sam another slice of land. 35.000.000
acres, for $3,000.000.
They kept for
themselves In this tract a reservation
20 miles broad by 140 miles long.
Then trouble set in. The settlers

cheated aud otherwise moThe government
lested the Sioux.
failed to keep iu full its treaties with
them.
Liatred, ever near tbe surface
In an Indian nature, flared up against
the white man. The first serious outbreak occurred In 1854. when an army
lieutenant. Grattnn by name, went
wilh a small detachment of troops to
arrest a Sioux malefactor. He rasbly
attacked a native village, and bis

ruthlessly

force was cut to pieces. Then parties
of Sioux braves took the warpatb and
spread devastation.
General Harney met them In battle
at Little Blue Water, Sept. 3, 1855, and

defeated them. A council aud a new
Kor a brief
peace treaty followed.
lime tbere was peace. But two years
war party massai-red fortya 1er a
seven white settlers at Spirit Lake, la.
This atrocity was followed by a series
of wholesale murders elsewhere. The
climax came lu 1802. when the Sioux,
uuder their chief Little Crow, declared

geueral hostilities. They were angry
because of a misunderstanding in the

matter of money due them from the
government and on account of fraud?
practiced on them by traders.
ïMJ

IUl"V

πιμ·

m

h

mmj

teut of wiping Minnesota clear of all
white inhabitants. .Nearly 1 .(KM) pioneer
men. women and children and uearlj
tin) soldiers fell before ι heir onslaught.
The.v emptied and partly destroyed the
town of New Dim and Iteaieged Fort
The fort wan saved from
HIdgely
titter destruction by the narrowest ol
margins, other depredations ensued,
and for a time it seemed as though the
threat to drive the white men out of
Minnesota would be fulfilled.
Encouraged by their brethren's success, the Sioux of Missouri and the
prairies also went to war. Hut they
were at last beaten into submission by
Generals Sully and Sibley, who rescued many women and children held

prisoners by the savages.

More than l.UOU Indians were captured. and it was resolved to make o!
tliein an example that should warn the
Sioux iu tu tu re to respect our government.
So Μ3.Ί were tried, found guilty
and coudemued. But of all this num-

ber only thirty-nine were actually put
to dentil for their crimes. The others
were dually set free.
Treaties were then made with nine
Sioux tribes, promising them certain
Immunities, but in the same year (1806)
a war party cut
off and destroyed
Lieutenant Fetter ma η aud bis
company and besieged Fort Phil
Kearny. At last,

bowever.thecampaigns against

them were so hotly pressed that

many of the tribes
fled to Canada
and others settled
down to a life of clashes with settlkrs.
peace. For a few
years there were only a few desultory
outbreaks here and there. Missionaries
and teachers were busy among the half
tamed savages, and a better understanding on both sides seemed at baud.
Then gold was discovered In the
Black Hills, In the Sioux country, and
The govtreasure seekers poured In.
ernment wauted to buy the tract and
tried to persuade the natives to move

to Indian Territory. This did not at
all suit the Sioux, aud Sitting Bull,
Crazy Horse and others of their chiefs
were obstitinte In tboir determination
uot to be driven from their homes, and
they incited their followers to join In
the refusal.
Negotiations were attempted by President Grant, but thp
Indians set so great a price on their

lauds that the deal fell through.
Ill feeling was again stirred up, and
war recommenced, a war far more
dramatic and tragic than any of the

nreceding

hostiles would thus find themselves
Inclosed between two Hues of soldiery,
with no chance of escape. Wltb Custer on one side and Gibbon on tbe
other they would be finely caught.
Tbe Ideu was good. But for Custer's
rashness It

might possibly

Sioux conflicts.

The Wars of
Our Country.

ceeded and hundreds of deaths might

Scouts reported tbe trail of a large
party of Indians. Custer followed it

By Albert Paytoa Tethuoe

|

]

civil

I
I

Plymouth Rock

White

up and on tbe morning of Juue 25,
1876, came in sight of an Indian village. His orders, by all accounts, gave
EQOS FOR SALE.
him no authority to attack. But tbe
South
On four entries it the Poultry 8how at
chance of gaining a spectacular vic- Pari», I won 1st on cock, 1st on hen, 1st on pulas best
cock
on
bis
cockerel,
special
3n<)
on
let and
tory was hard to resist. Splitting
bird In show Judged on maiket qualities only.
command into three parts and giving
word that the village be assailed from
Eggs $1.00 per 16.
three separate sides, Custer, wltb 247
Special Mating $2.00 per 15.
men, rode straight for the Sioux enfor
I have a few pullets and yearling hens
campment. Accounts concerning his sale. Prices reasonable.
motive in doing tbls are at variance.
One scout declared afterward that
from certain sigus Custer believed

J. M.

Thayer,

Sale

For

Place

Bargain.

two auxiliary detachments prevented
them from joining Custer. The troop
ers. hopelessly surrounded and oui
numitered. had loo miii b knowledge of

Tliej
Sioux methods to surrender.
fought with the desperation of abject

despair.
They formed a square, and the in
dians rode circling about them, pour
ing rille shots and arrows into the ever
dwindling mass of blue coaled soldiery
For about three
hours the bailie
raged, si.ting
Hull Is said to

While he. In a
pacily of medi

clue man. sat at
door
tent
his
howling battle
hymns and weav

ing magic spells.

Of nil the men
whom Cusier led
into the dear it
trap not one escaped. When the mm <;nr with dksγκκαγιον.
last soldier hud
begun
(he victorious Sioux
fallen
"hntcbet work" (scalping and other
Cusier. almost aloue of
mutilation).
all tbe victims, was unscalpcd and uii-

Seeled proposals will be received uotil
12 o'clock noon April 18, 1910, for the
oonatractloo of ι new atone cborch at
Plana and epeoifica·
Sooth Pari·, Me.
tfooa can be aeen at the office of Dr. Cbaa.
L. Bock, 8outh Paria.
Tbe committee reserve the right to
13-15
reject anj or all bida.

GRAND TRUNK

cold."LF.;

Atwood's
Medicine

acts quickly
congested conditions and restores the system to
good, healthy, running order. Nothing relieves
colds and congestion of the throat and lungs so
quickly and positively. An occasional dose ol this
invaluable remedy will fortify the body from all unpleasant and dangerous attacks, siowhtfe M«.

in

"/ have trial a great number of medicines for dis/eft in. Mit this medicine is the only remedy that hat
ever relieved me of this distressing complaint."

falsely accused Frederick sufTers a momentary attack of depression and decides to set out for territories exclusively canine he pours Into a small
liquor glass a little very pale brandy
and, w'tb a desperate cry of frenzy
and despair, drinks It at one go. Sometimes It Is half a glass of noncorporeal

Iiut the result Is the same
accused Frederick Instantly
his Apache dance with the
starts
grand pianoforte, and friends who be
Moved In lilui. entering at that mo

claret.

Falsely

ment, say. "Good heavens, he's drunk!"
The drink U |>oteut. It cannot always
be a case of weakness of bead.—London Globe.

April

to Colorado,
many other Western

ratea are alao offered
Mexico, Montana and
Points.

TOURIST SLEEPING CARS
leave Montreal Mondays, Wednesdays and
of

Fri-

North American
Accident Insurance Co.,

Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1S09.
$
Mortgage Loani·,
Collateral loans
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash In Offlce and Π ink
Pemlums In 1'rocesof Collection,..
Agents' Balances,
Interest and Rents,
317 La Salle

new

Eltetra IV. Brow· la'e of Norway, d< aitf
first account presented for allowance 0/ K:>»
Γ. Brown, adralnlatratrlx.

Elect» IV. Brown late of Norway,
ud·
petition for determination of collates! inherit
■

ance tax

presented by

mlnlstratrlx

Peter B. Toung late
flrtt and final accounts

Brown,

Ellen K.

of H train,

presented

n

.***)■

for

**η<*

FOR SALE.

c ne mile out from the village,
line. Scenery that feeds the mind,
soli that feeds the body. House, e'l, shed and
barn connected. Spring that never tails. Price
$1000 and no back talk.
Inqnlre of J. B. Mason, or the owner two
J. N. IRISH.
miles below
10tf
Buckflci I, Me., March 3,1910.

A 40 acre

on

farm,

telephone

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

and bwutifie» th. hair.
I
l*r<jDio«c« S iuiurunt growth.
Wever Fails to Bestors Oray|
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Com κ»1ρ dirnm M b.ir tilling.
I0c.md
Oruafrw

SO YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents

··

NOTICE.

»t 6»
The subscriber hereby gives notl··
has been duly
appointed admin!-·, '.tor m
of
estate
the
HANNAH L. DAMON late of Burt ■••II.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, u..
All perw>i
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of aald de· i»£l w
for settle π, nt. m··
same
the
desired to present
all Indebted thereto are requested ... taw

payment Immediately.
STANLEY C. in MON
Mar. 15th, 1910.
NOTICE.

Mouldings aJL

High

Grade Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L M. TUFTS,

N. D. Bolster Co.
LUNG8

Dr. King's
New Discovery

it is the

best

over a

I AND ALL THROAT AND LUM TROUBLES.

medicine

druggist's

W. L. DOUGLAS

Jeweler and Graduate

& s5.00^=^

Best in the World
UNION

Boys'

Shoes

NORWAY,

$2.00

Optioian.

Fut Color EytleU Uttd

"?'

"'«·<

»

KM "

For Rent.

—

Wool
ο

cIokc

out

ON

on Parle lilll for the
Ten rooms and two bath roor.s
ami cold water, hard wood floors tbr«'U*b0'*··
open flres and furnace. Second story μ!·'";
One views. Table board may be obtalnc I
Golf and tennl*
very short distance.
This house waa formerly known as the Fort*·
place and has been entirely remodeled
Address, cnABLES F. CASK
76 William 8t., New Tort·
Or Waftkk L. G rat, South Pails, Me.

wlj»®

MAINE.

~FÔR8ÂLjÊT

SEED

thoroughly sprayed. They are good
white, mealy, One flavored and free

Carpets

ip *tock.

ν

POTATOES.

Good,selecte<l, World's Fair and Carm»» P£
tatoes from the crop that took the first prt«J
the 1909 contest for largest number of P»"
merchantable poUtoea raised on a slngw
in the town of Parts.
These polai···

—

nd<t patterns and clea^

Corner Mr in and Danforth

JOB PRINTING.

NORWAY,

StsM

! mw
from rU'

an

rot or blight.
^
Price seventy-five cents per bushel, «'*·&
the order. Delivered free at South Part·
Address, A. L. ABBOTT,
"e
lltf
Long Look Farm, Pari»,

j

Royal Exchange Assurance
of London, England.
DEC. 81, 1909.
I
Stocks and Bonds
?ash In Office and Bank
Vgents' Balances
ASSETS

—

S andBenu;:::::::

Chas. F. Ridlon,

cornai

Furnished House

t!

Atwaoi ft Forbes Sont* Pari·.

··

>

summer.

A LOW PRICE

$2.50

Ve Do all Kind· of....

AU per

bonds as the law directs. All persondemands against the esute of said dewa-··'
desired to present the same for settlement, »s_>
all Indebted thereto are requested to ma»' lament Immediately.
.....
March 15th, 1910.
GEOBGE Ε. DAV '»·

MADE

So. Paris.

the law directs.

JOSEPH DOUGLASS, late of Poner.
In (he County of Oxford, deceased. »n 1

ices in Oxford Ciuitv.

8HOES

Plummer,

..

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby glvea noike tint h« has
been duly appointed administrator of the

HILLS,

»3.00,»3.50,*4.00

high price» and Inferior shoe·. Take Mm SWhMitnte. IfW. LDonRliuihœtarenotforuûeln joor
rkinity, write for Mall Order Catalog. W.L. Douglas,

Ρ*Γ

UK

of

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OS MONEY REFUNDED.
■

CAUTION W. U Douglas nam· aad price Is
lumped on the bottom to protect Uie weeier against

"βΊ*1*
nt,M·

>"

NOTICE.
The aubscrlber hereby gives notice tint
of t*
has been duly appointed administrait
esuteof
CLINTON F. FOBBES, late of Bu ileld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ι· ■ Γ!°.
bonds as the law dlrecu. All per»".
demands against the estate of said de· ι*«1 »"
desired to present the same for aettlei;:· mi. m·
all Indebted thereto are requested to κ aie pay
ment Immediately.
_β
ADDIE A. FOitBB.
Feb. 16th, 1910.
13-15

sold

ever

counter.

r.
'I™

ment, and all Indebted thereto are re·,
make payment Immediately.
FRANK 8. FA
Mar. 15th, 1910.

FOR KIDNEY J.IVER AND
8TOMACH TROUBLE

PBICB
10e A *1.00.
TrW Settle Free

as

demanda against the estate of »*1
are desired to present the aame

Succeed when everything else fails.
In nervous prostration and female
weaknesses they are the supreme
remedy, as thousands have testified.

WITH

of

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives no e
j*
A"
have been duly appointed executor of tn«
will and testament of
SIDNEY B. FABNUM late of Γ ·*'·
! Κ<*<·
In the County of Oxford, decease '.
bonds

Electric
Bitters

kill™· couch

*

»t

:

IKBBT^

SOUTH PARIS.

Nicholi St.,

by

The subscriber hereby gives nut:
has been duly appointed admlnMt
estate of
HENBY M. BUCK late of Su
In the County of Oxford, decease ·..
AU pert*··
bonds as the law directs.
demanda against the estate of sai l le
desired to present the same for sett
all indebted thereto are requested to η
ment Immediately.
CHARLES A.
Mar. 15th, 19R

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice t.-.-t h«
of
executor
been
duly
appointed
last will and testament of
I.
CYNTHIA 8. BERRY late of Hu
v
In the County of Oxford, decease·!
»*\·
sons having demands against the es' '·
fur **
deceased are desired to present the «.
tlemcnt, and all indebted thereto at rc^ue·»1
to make payment Immediately.
Mar. 15th, 1»10.
CHARLES I

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

William Tell

hâ»
f t*

it ι·<

WILLIAM GAMMON late of sm λιπ.
itlwt
In the County of Oxford, deeea»···!, .v
All pet··
>v!6|
bon<ls a* the law directs.
t »n
demands against the estate of said dec··
t, it
desired to present the same for nettle
all indebted thereto are requested to nm- μ»τ
ment Immediately.
WALTER L .HAT.
Mar. 15th, 1910.

Mats, Mirrors
&

NOTICE.

si tie
The subscriber hereby gives notl<.
has been duly appointed administratrix «f the
estate of
WILLIAM DAY late of Woo.In It.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, a : fives
bonds as the law directs. All persm- ftatlif
demands against the estate of said de. .-»>■: are
desired to ρ retient the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to π ake par
meut Immediately.
ALYCE 1 DAV.
Mar. 15th, 1910

NOTICE.
gives notice it
administrate

and Pictures,

Wheat specially selected for William
Tell Flour is stored in hermetically
sealed tanks, at Ansted & Burk's big
mills.
It is cleaned six times before grinding.
Everything—even the sewing of the
bags-is done by clean, bright machinery.
Note how much purer William Tell is
than other flours. This means wheat
cleaning by the most complete equipment known to modern milling science.
William Tell Flour has the brilliant
bloom suchasonly Ohiowheatcan make.
Ask your dealer,and insist on having—

lowest
prie·, quality considered, in the world.
Their excellent style, easy fitting and
long wearing qualities excel those of
other make·. If you have been paying
high price· for your shoes, the next time
you need a pair give W. L Douglas «hoe·
a trial·
You can save money on your
footwear and getahoea that are just as
rood in every way a· thoee that have
boon coeting you higher prie··.
If you could vint our large factories
at Brockton, Mas** and ice for yourself
bow carefully W. L. Douglas shoos are
made, you would then understand why
they hold their shape, fi». hotter and
wear longer than other makes.

>

-<

The subscriber hereby
been duly appointe·!
eet*u> of

Picture Frames

are

GEOBGE FABR1S late of Oxf
County of Oxford, doceased, :·... t irirei
liav'.ei
bonds a* the law directs. All per»'
demamls against the estate of saH 1 tateJ
i-tnent.
are desired to present the same for
to make
and all Indebted thereto are request·
payment immediately.
LILLIAN Μ KAKBIS
Mar. 15th, 1910.
In the

LUCY CHASE late of Woo lut
fives
In the County of Oxford, decease.!,
All per*.
Nariaj
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said 4* ·»<Μ an
desired to present the same for seit> nt, sad
pat
all Indeb'ed thereto are requested to
ment Immediately.
A. MONT ( FUSE
Mar. 15 h, 1910.

fcfiSi&Ss

shoes

NOTICE.
gives notl> tnai sbe
administrât. Ί of Ux

estate of

DCtlON·
COPYRIGHTS AC.

"Th<s equipment for wheat cleansing
Is as extensive and expensive as that
The freedom
for erindlnK purposes.
of flour from dirt and bacteria shows
in its appearance."
Prof. Wm. Jaco,
in A'aliunal Auoetatiun Hevltw.

ate

re.jucete.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives not!. that te
has been duly appointed administrator of the

TRADK

Wheat Cleaned
Six Times

arc

The subscriber hereby
has been duly appointed
estate of

CImiik·

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest eii
eulatlon of any sclentiflc Journal. Terms, M a
year: four month», |L Bold by all nswsdaalert.

FOR C8ûg|·8

-I, -it.

payment ImmediatelyLUELLA F. KE( h 1-KB.
Mar. IStb, 1910.

Scientific American.

THI

late of Οι

Holme·

and all Indebted thereto

Uoniatrictly

Iand CURE

R.

$
Admitted A sects,
Isaac W. Andrew· bite of Wo·■■·'■ <, .JeLIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
ceased ; will aud petition for proi ·ι... t .ereof
37,350 53
$
an-: a ra M
Net Unpaid Losses
presented by Frank R. Andrews
1&V*56 10
Unearned Premium·,
Andrews, the executors therein itai.
23,018 03
All other Liabilities
300,000 ο >
ADDISON K. HERR1CK, Judireof s.t. out.
Cssb Capital
286,413 68 * true copy—Attest :
Surplus over all Liabilities
ALBERT D. PARK, Κ .· ter.
9 67),738 34
Total Liabilities and Surplus
NOTICE.
BALPH A. CURTIS, Agent,
^
Rum ford, Maine.
The subscriber hereby given not!·.
tu
administratrix
Excellent territory open throughout New Eng- has been duly appointed
of
estate
Our
land. Our policies give real Insurance.
late
of
BECKLEH
Sumner,
URIAS M.
terms are rignt.
tatbeCounty of Oxford, deceased, and rivet
For particulars apply to
bonds as the law directe. All persona havioj
EASTERN DEPARTMENT,
demands against the estate of -al·! <1·.·, vy,j
16 Liberty Street, New York City.
are 11 eel red to present the same f·. -t-u'·· cot,

Lot

For Sale

the executore.

Abble A. Swan late of Paris, dere.i-ci; [«.
tltlon that Leander 8. Swan or some .t ..r suitable person be appointed as adtnlnl-trator of
y tall
the estate of said deceased, present*
Leander 8. Swan, father.

■

Anyone «ending a sketch and description may
quickly aacertaln our opinion free whether an
invention Is probably patentable. Coinmunlcaconfidential. HANDBOOK on Patanta
«ont free. Oldest auoncy for socuringpatenta.
Patent, taken through Munn A Cxj. rsoalve
ipteial notice, without charge, In th·

r. F.

Isabella M. MUlcU late of OxfoM, I,·.
first and final account presented for
by John B. Robinson, admlnlttrator

Kbaneser

$

Gross Assets
De-'urt Items not admitted

L. M. Longley,
Maine.
Norway.

Douglas

Htary Graffam late of Oxford, ftuti
will and petition for probate thereof ao<i
appointment of Roccœ F. 8taules at a.imit
Istratorwith the will annexed presented t,t
Ann M. Graffam, widow.

ceased; third and final account* prt— KM for
110,566 67
allowance by James 8. Wright an I w lnAeld8.
00
44,300
Starblrd, trustees.
409,180 00
utd;
73 202 01 George W. Richards lite of l'arlc,
.Usa
first account presented for allowance
29,520 35
administrator.
S.
61
Wright,
15,629
6,310 96 John Thompson late of Rumforl,
we·),
otter
petition that Dana K. Elliott or
688,960*3
inter
HU'table person be appointed as adiu
16,231 29
I br
of the estate of said deceased prel)ana Κ Elliott, a creditor.
672,738 34

.......

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. JobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

W. L

C-

14, 1910

$53.45.

low
Proportionately
Texas,

THE STAGE DRINK.

tatlon. which is set to music aud
which we may call the ua.v drink, the
careless gestures of the flagon holders
who do not actually drink until they
have waved the goblet upside down,
have been known to make strong aud
thirsty galleryltes burst into tears,
When
commingled with reproaches.

▲I a Probate Court. held at Part*, tn àw
ter the County of Oxford, on the thirl Tueviaîv
March, la the rear ot our Lord one tbooMM
nine hundred and ten.
The following
having been presented for the action tfterea£l
hereinafter indicated, U U hereby OEt>ta*D
That notice thereof be given to all personal,
treated, by causing a copy of thla or 1er to £
"Jahed three weeks successively !n ti* n?
Democrat, a newspaper publish*! μ &οη£
Parla, la aald County, that they may appear**.
Probate Court to be held at said Kru *
the third Tneaday of April, A. D. 1^10, u ,
of the clock In the forenoon, and be hcani uttn!
on If they aee cauae.
WUbar I«. Ftrrar late of Part*.
will and petlton for probate thereof pre^W
by Minnie K. Farrar, the executrix i^rdt
named.

Clark C. Bark late of Canton, deceased, flru
and final account presented for allowance br
Otis M. Blchardaon, administrator
Portland,
To Seattle, Victoria, Vancouver,
Nelson, Robaon, Spokane, Tacoma, San
Charles F. Dnrell late of Oxford, '.yeaiod
Francisco, Loa Angeles, Etc.,
first and final account presented for allow',
ance by Charlea P. Durell, admlnUt-uor

tbe last traces of this once mighty
nation's Insurrections forever ended.

urally
And wi
are enjoying the process."
have frequently uoted tlint curions un
splllable quality in the musical coined;,
In this particular type of po
drink

.to.

IFFiCT

IN

Feb. 28 to

Générai Terry rode up with re-en·
forcements too lute to save Custer, but
In time to defcut the Indians and drive
them out of the district. Thereaftet
tbe conquest of Uic Sioux was a com
paratlvely easy mailer. There weiv
skirmishes and occasional outbreaks,
but in the course of a very few years

that "our actors, even the best and
most experienced of thein. haven't tInfaintest notion of how to drink natand with the nlr of men win·

TO

ME.,

PACIFIC COAST POINTS,

mutllated.

8ome Sarcastic Comment· Upon Its
Terrific Potency.
What we have always noticed about
the stage drink Is It? terrific potency
That there are other points of Interest
In this thing we do not deny, and we
are Inclined to agree with a writer In
one of the weekly papers who says

PARIS,

SOUTH

-JOEL MdNTIRE
Look for the big red letters 'L. F." on the labeL
35c for > l»rj« bottU. Writs fsr iiWrsJ ssapls to

A

FROM

FARES

LOW

RAILWAY
SYSTEM

nOBiR NOTICE».

ToiUlpersons Interested lu either of tb« r.ut<

pasdays at 10 JO P. Μ for the accommodation
by Mary E. Young and Charier Η Vomj,
to
executors.
sengers holding first or second class tickets
as the Pacific
Chicago and West thereof as far
of lier, uk, le·
Coast. Nomlnitl chamIs made for berths, which Herbert A. Fletcher late
r-onai
ceased; petition for allowance out <>.
may be reserved In advance.
estate presented by Cella M. Fletcher. widow.
For fares, time tables, maps and reliable In
write
formation,
Peter B. Young late of Hiram,
G. A. DO RAN, A gt, O.T. Ry., South Paris, Me
petition for determlnat'on of collate, at iaherttance tax presented by Mary E. Your.·. one of
MAINE.

...
of the native warriors were ab- PARIS HILL,
13-16
sent on α bunt. Auother scout is said
to bave loid (lie general that a large
body of braves were there and to have
been disbelieved, in any case. Custer
At a
rashly charged down on the village.
Eight
One of the best small places In Paris.
This was doubtless what the wily
flnl bed and four unfinished rooms, plenty of
Sitfing Hull had hoped and carefully closet room, good cellar, city am*, well water,
hens,
Sitting Hull, though good large gtrden spot, chance for 100 tree·.
schemed for.
several good bearing apple and pear
ranking as a chief, was really a "med- House Is warm ami pleasant and In good conand
dition, stable for two hones, carriage room
icine man" and was credited wltb al
cover except hen house.
His was the wood shod all under two villages,
most miraculous powers.
good neighClose to ami between
The uiore bors, good place to get work and to send children
brain of the whole war.
close
to school, electric car pssses. This place
active fighters, like («all. Crazy Horse to the fair grounds. Will sell or trade for a
and Ituiu-ln-tlie-l-'ace. merely carried good small (arm.
MRS. L. A. DEARBORN,
out his plots.
South Paris, Me.
3tf
lb»·
toward
As the troops galloped
village, sure of quick, easy victor*
thousands of naked savages sudden!*
oilier Sioux warhemmed them in.
riors by throwing themselves on the

most

HE so called Cassupport ο»
ter massacre was
"iiut yon will leave us something?"
massacre at
no
"Not much. 1 won't. There wou't be
A
all.
Gnlted
anything to leave
States army ofThe son-ln-tun was alarmed.
ficer
exceeded
"Great Jupiter!" he exclaimed. "You
his
atorders,
SCALLOPED BANANAS.
tacked a force don't mean to tell me that you hare
Peel firm bananas and slice. Butter a
nothing?"
that proved too
pudding dish and arrange the bananas in
"That's about It"
for him
strong
with
each
in
layer
this, sprinkling
layers
The son-in-law devoted himself to
and was destroy■alt and pepper and scattering bit· of
ed. That la the profound thought for several seconds.
butter over It. When the dish la full,
"1 have a suggestion to offer," be
massacre a tor y
cover the top layer of fruit with buttersaid in a businesslike manner.
ed crumbs, and pour in a small cup of
Ια a nutshelL
cream.
"What Is It?" aRked the old gent.
Bake, covered, for half an hour,
Sitting Ball, cleverest and bravest of
then uncover and brown.
"Well, 1 suggest that you take out.
the Bloux leaders, never yielded to the
a £20.000 life Insurance on yoursay,
man.
Id
bis
defiance
white
be
drew
DATE JELLY.
self to sitve wear and tear on my
hundreds
Inof
formerly
peaceful
Remove stone· and fill cavities with
mind." London Answers.
English walnut meat· pounded to a dians. Io 1875 be and his band atpaste. Prepare one pint of orange gala- tacked the settlers Id Montana, and
Honesty.
tine jelly and one of «trawberry. Pour the followiag year General Crook was
Sing α sons of honesty,
half the «trawberry mixture Into a fancy detailed
to
qaell tbe insurgents.
A pocket full of pence.
mould, and set on ioe until It begin· to Crook Id March of 1876 destroyed tbe
Four and twenty good resolves
harden, then cover with a layer of the TellowstoDe valley village of Crazy
Make a gfrl of sense.
mixtIn
the
•lulled date·; pour
orange
When that lass Is called upon
Horse, who was one of Sitting Boll's
To do whatever'· right
ure and again set on Ice to harden, ado
allies, and waa only
She can be relied upon
date·, and continue until the mould la principal
rented by tbe bitter cold weather from
To work with all her might
full. Serve with whipped cream.
poshing bis conquest still farther.
PINEAPPLE PUDDING s
That same summer ao expedition
Hope.
Butter a pudding dish and line bottom under Geueral Terry was sent against
cake
«tale
and aide· with «lice· of
"Say, pop. I've got to write a compo(sponge tbe Sioux in eastern Montana. Gena
thin
allce
and
sake Is beet), pare
large eral George Oister, a tall, remarkable I sition on 'Hope.' What is 'hope,' anypineapple, then «trew with «ugar, then looking man. with
yellow golden hair way?"
®
on
ao
and
more pineapple
"Hope, my boy, is the joyous expecthat flowed down to his shoulders,
cake
of
aliee·
with
iaed. Covet
dipped
tation of being able to dodge onr just
Ιιι
was
command
of
a
for
two
of
ootarad
bake
and
part
water
m oold
Terry's
deserts."—LK&
; torn·, slowly.
war record
troops. Custer bad a
ι

pre-1

99

Buy it in the regular 10c package, or
the large size family package at 25c.

have been averted.

A Helpful Suggestion.
The ycting man had married the rich
Ulan'* daiiuliter and wasn't kllllnp
himselt with work to support Her.
One day the rallier called him up to
talk t·· him.
"Look b«-io." ho said emphatically,
"wuy don t yuu go to work ':"
"I don't have to." the son In-law replied. with brazen effrontery.
"Well, you will have to."
"Wh> will I?"
"Because, sir. I can't live always to

XLVIII.—Sioux Wars.
Custer Massacre.

Sir James Crichton Browne saysplenty of it and

eat more oatmeal, eat
eat it frequently.

Notice
Contractors.

To

eaters.

bave suc-

tu-

wuu

Quaker Oat* is the beat of all food·}
h (a also the cheapest When such
men as Prof. Fisher of Yale University
and Sir James Crichtoo Browne,
LL.D.-F.R.S. of London spend the
best parts of their lives in studying
the great question of the nourishing
and strengthening qualities of different
foods, it is certain that their advice is
absolutely safe to follow.
Professor Fisher found in his experiments for testing the strength and
endurance of athletes that the meat
eaters were exhausted long before the
mtfh who were fed on such food as
Quaker Oats. The powers of endurance of the non-meat eaters were
about eight times those of the meat

and tbe obedience so needful 10 a truly
great soldier. Be was ordered to lead
bis force up tbe Boeebud river to tbe
Little Big Horn's headwaters. Tbence
be was Instructed to march down (be

In tbls fashion tbe hostile Sioux wbo
encamped In tbe Intervening
Sitting Bull, Crazy Horse,
space.
Baln-ln-tbe-Kace and tbe rest of tbe

etory

the

If

a

were

Br Albert Paytoo TeAune

of

wu

Little Big Horn to join a detachment
of tbe army under General Gibbon.
Tbe plan was to locate and surround

XL VII.-Sioux Wars.
Clashes With Settlers.

BEET CHOP-UP.

No. 873.—Floral Puzzle.
In each of the ulue following sentences there is concealed the name of
stiffly whipped cream.
a tree, plant or flower. When these are
HOLLANDAISE SAUCE.
rightly selected and placed one below
Hollandaise sauce is the sauce par exthe other In the order here given the
Cook three tabieinitial letters will spell a title often ( cellence for fish.
; spoonfuls of flour in one of butter and
given to June.
! add slowly a cupful of strong chicken
1 Old you hear us humbly beseech
'stock; when it comes to a boil take at
the goveruor to pardon the prisoner?
I once from the fire and beat in rapidly
I
assume
2. In the play of "Hainlet"
the well beaten yolks of four egg«, prethe title role aud Ermine play» Ophe- viously whipped smooth with a tablelia.
spoonful of lemon juice and add three
over the
3. Charles was affronted when I beg- drops of oniou juice. Place
fire and stir briskly until it begins to
ged him not to drink.
stiffen, then stir in a tablespoonful of
4. 1 have beard Caleb on yearly mis- butter and beat with an
egg whisk until
sions preach on the beauty of charity.
perfectly smooth.
5. I told William other worthy perSTUFFKD POTATOES.
sons had been refus*·*!
Bake six large, smooth potatoes until
i,
6. Do not use deception. Carlos,
tender, cut in two lengthwise, carefully
ere this, have fouud frankness best
remove the contents from the jacket,
7. Some of the knights had endeavkeeping the peel in good shape. Mash
ored to discover the truth.
potato, adding to every pint a level tea& I hate a seltisb person beyond spoonful of salt, dash of cayenne pepper,
a tablespoonful of melted butter, half a
everything
an
9. I strive to share Belle's burdens gill of cream and the beaten white of
egg. Replace in the jaokets, brush over
aud assuage ber grief.
of
the
them the beaten yolk
egg, sprinkle
with finely minced parsley, bake fifteen
minutes and serve garnished with sprigs
No. 874.—Enigmatical Fabl·.
of curly parsley.
(What are the tools?)

RUMBLE

Country.

Our

appreciated.

No. 872.—A Riddl·.
I have a trunk whlclt never will be packed;
a
bark
which no man ever heard;
have
J
Of leaves 1 have more yet than any book.

BRUSH RUNABOUTS

The Wars of

Recipe·.

CHEESE BELI8H.
No. 870.—Pied Quotation and Author.
Nt 1*1 ms portrosnlpo ew sujt seatbleu ees,
Cut one-fourth pound of American
Dan nl thors seamrues file aym fertpec be. cheese in small bits and place in a hot
—Neb Jonnos.
frying pan. Pour over it one cupful of
sweet milk, and while it beats, stir toNo. 871.—Charade.
a small bit of butter, one-fourtb
gether
My first may be of longing strong.
of dry mustard, salt and pepteaspoonful
Nor will "of hurried breath" be wrong;
and add to the mixture stirring all
per,
or
long;
My next a vowel, broad or short
the time. When the cheese is melted
My third a bird as stupid as Its fame;
and the whole is becoming creamy sift in
My whole a garment and taking its name
From Venice's saint, and for man is the gradually one-balf cupful of cracker
crumbs. Serve hot with toast.
same.

—

η

orreaDondeaee on toploa of Interest to the ladles
U koUclted. Addreaa: Editor Homixaxxju*
Com**, Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me.

869.—Enigma.

No doors or windows has my houM.
My wails are thick and rough.
Inclosed therein I spend my time
Nor think my lot Is touch.

ras I

HOMEM AXEES COLUMN.

JPollov this advice.

popular, daring leader,
though perhaps lacking In discretion
and

~

Grose AsseU
Oodnct Uems not admitted
Admitted Assets,

l·0®?·?; *

ati'ii)#

*-·! ·5

·

S
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LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
·
iet Unpaid Lottes
·#ύ
Unearned Premiums,
'Viui*
lllother LUblllile

Capital,
Inrploa owtfr all Liabilities
3aah

rolal
U-15

y/bllltlcs

and Surplus

J.4,J
J^ooJn
^

V"·**·**
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«

